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Smarter Digital
Signage Solutions
Rack:
yyConsolidation of integrated IT systems
designed for continuous operation
(IT for LED monitor wall - control rooms advertising displays, etc.)

CONSOLIDATION
SOFTWARE

Stefan Schieker (left)
and Florian Rotberg

Cooling:
yyAlmost independent location of the rack
yyCooling for increased life of downstream IT
yyNo thermal failures in the rack

REMOTE
IT MANAGEMENT

DEAR VALUED READER,

IT Management:
yySecure centralized remote management of all IT
devices down to the BIOS
yyFast centralized access
yySaving resources for on-site service
yyMinimized service and maintenance times

this magazine is already the ninth annual yearbook published by invidis consulting.
The 2019/20 issue does not only list the most important players in the market but also
identifies relevant trends & drivers in digital communication in public spaces.
Since 2006 invidis acts as a facilitator between businesses (regardless if retailer, brand or
global enterprise), technology solution providers and (creative) agencies. Whether you are
a retailer, a brand or a person responsible for employee communication - digital communication is relevant for all.

PDU for power distribution and management:
yyFast, safe restart in case of failures
yyRemotely & centrally managed, no on-site service
required
yyLogging & optimizing power consumption

Even if we highlight and analyze many topics from a specific digital signage and retail angle,
many principles are broadly applicable and transferable. At the end of the day, it's all about
offering end customers the best possible service and achieving improvements in business
operations.

Uninterruptible power supply (UPS):

We hope you enjoy reading our latest industry analysis.

yyConstant current increases the longevity of
expensive display solutions
yyProtection against power outages and data loss
yyIndependent output current of input voltage and
frequency fluctuations

Yours
Florian Rotberg and Stefan Schieker

Vertiv.com | EMEA.PartnerMarketing@Vertiv.com

© 2019 Vertiv Group Corp. All rights reserved. Vertiv™ and the Vertiv logo
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Vertiv Group Corp.
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BONPRIX
"FASHION
CONNECT"
RADICALLY RETHINKING SHOPPING

bonprix fashion connect breaks with many decade-old
retail rules. A new pilot store concept in the heart of Hamburg is entirely catered to the needs of bon prix fashion
customers. To really understand innovation, digital retail
experts and retail customers to radically rethink the customer journey.
The Otto Group subsidiary bonprix is taking a surprisingly
courageous path with the opening of its flagship store in
Hamburg. The store caters not only to the large existing
online platform customer base but also offers selected assortments to address a somewhat younger target group.
invidis met Daniel Füchtenschnieder, one of the conceptual heads of bonprix fashion connect, on the opening day in
Hamburg. Right to the beginning, the bonprix Retail Managing Director explains the philosophy of the new concept:
"bonprix fashion connect breaks with many established
retail rules. We have radically rethought the store concept
by going fully digital and with a focus on customer centricity".
The Pilot Store is one of the few physical touchpoints of
the brand that generates over 80 percent of its sales on-

line. The focus of bonprix fashion connect is on experience and service - important levers in the so-called age of
assistance. “Combining the strengths of classic retailing
with smart technology, leads to an inspiring shopping and
brand experience". 75 percent of all fashion purchases in
Germany are still offline. That's why bonprix decided to go
offline by enriching city shopping with an attractive, digitally assisted experience.
The new customer journey of fashion connect is not a fixed
state, but a continuous work in progress: "Our store concept is never finished. Experiences have to be continuously
adapted, because the expectations of customers are constantly changing," according to Daniel Füchtenschnieder.
What distinguishes fashion connect from many other store
concepts is that it is not just a number of individual touchpoints, but that shopping follows a finetuned fully integrated customer journey. The connecting element is the
bonprix App, which is elementary to all experiences in the
store. bonprix had conducted and tested extensive market
research prior to the concept. "The customers wanted a
digital magic wand. Apps are the preferred tools here. The

mobile phone is our customers' most personal device usually the last thing they see in the evening before falling
asleep and the first thing they wake up with in the morning.
But one app alone is not enough. Excellent network coverage is also essential for the shopping experience - for
example, a high-performance WiFi was installed in the
store. In addition to their own mobile phones, customers
can also borrow devices provided by bonprix consultants
if required.
The real revolution of the pilot store is single item presentation, i.e. each article is only displayed in one size in
between curated styles - just as Instagram users are accustomed to. Ready to shop styles (the combination of apparel, shoes and accessories) make the difference and are
intended to inspire cutomers. The store offers only 350 different articles, whereas the bonprix online shop has over
22,000 articles available.
At the same time, twelve so-called theme worlds are presented on the floor space, which are available in the store
for a maximum of eight weeks. Styles are presented here
on mannequins, large format displays and smaller interac-

tive product displays.
All products feature electronic shelf labels (ESL), displaying price, available sizes as well as the QR code elementary
for the fitting room. Digital without appearing digital was
also important for bonprix’s flagship store. By covering all
screens and standalone ESL with a wooden frame, all digital touchpoints seem to be embedded in the store design
developed by dan Pearlman and built by Vizona.
"We cannot operate a concept like this without sales associates, on the contrary we have up to nine employees
on the sales floor and seven in the warehouse in one day,"
explains Daniel Füchtenschnieder. Logistics staff are particularly necessary because the bonprix fashion connect
customer journey culminates in the changing room. A total
of twelve spacious cabins are available for this purpose.
As soon as customers have selected their desired items in
the app, logistic staff deliver the article from the integrated
warehouse to one of the twelve fitting rooms in the basement. Customers don’t have to wait more than five minutes for their personal fitting room.
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bonprix puts great importance on the staging inside the
fitting rooms where purchasing decisions are being taken.
Four different lighting scenarios can be selected, excellent lighting and large mirrors are very important. Bonprix decided against implementing magic mirrors: "The
experience is not yet right with real-time mapping of the
garments. Magic Mirrors deliver a wow moment for just a
short moment, but the experience wears off fast. The technology isn’t fully ready yet."
The average time spend in the fitting rooms are 15 minutes, as service and a relaxed ambient plays an important
role in the bonprix fashion connect experience. If an item
does not fit, an alternative size can be ordered via a touch

screen without leaving the fitting room. The re-ordered
items are delivered via privacy protected double door located at the rear of the fitting room.
Check-out is either either directly via the app inside the
fitting room or at the dedicated check-out counters. All articles are equipped with RFID-based loss prevention tags,
which are automatically deactivated after payment. App
customers can simply leave the store after payment without lining up for check-out. This is also a relevant part of a
smooth customer experience.

invidis Comment
We appreciate the courage for new tailor-made concepts that are consistently tailored to the
customer journey. Unfortunately, too many other concepts leave much to be desired. There is
no courage to question what has been established and to tailor the experiences (and thus the
processes) to the customer.
Traditional retailers are usually overwhelmed with this because customers today want an offer tailored to their needs. This usually begins and ends not at the store entrance, but at home,
on the mobile phone or computer. Vertically organized retailers like bonprix or Inditex (Zara)
and H & M have unbeatable advantages here.
Many digital signage experts will be disappointed at first glance - they see many displays
but little complex content. Thus, the screens at the two fashion bars only show the website of
the Instagram account of the fashion brand. The tablets play a how-to-use-the-store video in
continuous loop.
Again, there is a conscious decision behind it. The shopping experience includes inspiration
from Instagram as well as the curated styles on mannequins and on digital signage displays.
The continuous loop on the tablets could become the "Extended Shelf" after the first time you
get used to it. Solutions are already being considered. But for the implementation of a radically new and adaptable shopping concept, one takes the time to take one step at a time.
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NORDICS
12 %

YoY +13 %

EMEA
18 %

YoY +14 %

REST OF
EUROPE

UK/
IRELAND

WORLWIDE
DISPLAY MARKET
14,6 BN. USD
GROWTH 2018 +18 %

14 %

10 %

YoY +3 %

BENELUX

EMEA MARKET SHARE VALUE: 18 %/+ 14 % (YoY)

GROWTH 2018
EMEA +14 %
DE/AT/CH +13 %

POLAND

9 % YoY +17 %

3%

FRANCE
11 %

16 %

YoY +13 %

YoY +14 %

REST OF
EMEA
13 %

SPAIN/PORTUGAL
6 % YoY +15 %

ITALY
YoY

YoY +17%

GERMANY / AUSTRIA /
SWITZERLAND

2017 | EMEA 1M PROFESSIONAL
DISPLAYS (LFD >32”)

Source: © 2019 Futuresource
Market Share EMEA: Units 2018
Professional Screens >32“
YoY: Units 2017 vs 2018
= year-on-year comparison

YoY +18 %

7 % YoY +30 %

YoY +5 %
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CUSTOMER
JOURNEY:

VALUE ADD WITH
DIGITAL SIGNAGE

DIGITAL SIGNAGE ADDS VALUE TO BOTH CUSTOMER JOURNEYS AND (STORE)OPERATIONS
OPTIMUM ROI WITH FULL INTEGRATION INTO OPERATIONS
SEARCH, BROWSE, HUNT - ROLE OF STORE IS NOT ANYMORE LIMITED TO TRANSACTIONS

Displays, LED screens, projection, interactive kiosk – digital touchpoints are everywhere in stores, corporate campuses or in public spaces. Most obvious and much praised
projects are usually customer facing concepts like large
LED-Walls, shop-window displays or interactive tables. Undisputedly digital signage offers great wow, dynamic platforms and real-time information and promotion. But many
concepts are limited to just enrich customer journeys.
The hidden potential for digital signage is much larger,
when digital touchpoints are integrated into operations delivering value-add to consumers and retailers alike. By far
the fastest return of invest (RoI) is the integration of digital
signage into established business processes and operations. Fully integrated digital signage solutions for example enable sales associates to be more productive, prices
to be managed automatically (ESL), menu boards to drive
kitchen through-put or consumer behavior tracked and
analyzed with analytics. It doesn’t always need to go as far
as Amazon Go, often smaller integration adds more value
than PR-stunts.
Great examples are Quick Service Restaurants. QSRs love
digital menu boards, order kiosk and digital drive thru. The
simple reason: digital enables them to sell more (higher

kitchen throughput with dynamically limited menu items),
generate a higher average order (customized order i.e.
build-your-own burger on kiosk terminals) and achieve
better quality and customer satisfaction (less mistakes in
the order process thanks to visual feedback on drive-thru
screens). All touch points primarily deliver value-add to operations; improved customer journeys are just an add-on.
Similar cases are FIDS screens in airports which have become business critical. In 2018 the UK experienced terminal
closures due to inoperable FIDS systems. Without screens
passenger flows couldn’t be controlled anymore, passenger didn’t know what gate and time their flight would depart. Terminal operation was shut down for a few hours
causing huge disruptions. Today digital signage is considered essential for most transport hubs.
STAFF ENABLEMENT
Today consumers are spoiled with choices and real-time
information. The internet seems to offer everything, every
time for the best price. Brick & Mortar sales associates are
confronted with fully informed and well-prepared consumers, ready to compare every price or product feature on
their mobile phone.

Enabling staff with real time product information, stock
availability and extended shelf options are essential tools
in times where consumer expect the product breadth of
amazon and the expertise of a genius in stores.
In addition, backend (ERP) integration enables availability
driven instore campaigns, only promoting products currently available in the store.
PRODUCT INVENTORY AND AVAILABILITY
US retailer Walmart – the world’s largest with annual revenue of EUR 440bn in more than 11.000 stores – is testing
latest technology in its future retail lab in New York state.
The Walmart IRL uses real-time information to explore efficiencies that will allow associates to know more precisely
when to restock products, so items are available on shelves
when they’re needed.
Customers want the products they buy to be in stock when
they get to the store. A combination of cameras and real-time analytics automatically triggers out-of-stock notifications to internal systems that alert associates when to
re-stock. This sounds simple, but it means the store has to
automatically:
 etect the product on the shelf
d
recognize the specific product (meaning, decipher the
differences between 1 pound of ground beef and 2
pounds of ground beef)
compare the quantities on the shelf to the upcoming
sales demand

The result is that associates won’t have to continually comb
the store to replace products running low on the shelves.
They’ll know what to bring out of the back room before
customers show up. Customers can trust that the products
they need will be available during the times they shop.
Before jumping to more futuristic concepts, Walmart is
starting with real, practical solutions like the real-time inventory as well as others like making sure shopping carts
are available and registers are open.
SEARCH, BROWSE, HUNT
Customer journeys often follow a similar pattern based on
the initial mindset of the consumer. Customers are split
into search, browse or hunt categories and communication
strategies optimized to their specific needs.
But the role of store is changing and is not limited to a
transactional space anymore. Modern store concepts are
as much transactional as they are brand stage and build
customer loyalty. Revenue per per square meter is not the
sole KPI anymore but is complemented by lead generation,
experience per square meter and turning consumer into
fans.
Digital Signage offers a great digital platform to create
emotions, engage with consumers and enable sales (transactions). Ideally enriching all three layers of retail design,
customer journey and operations.
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THE YEAR
AHEAD
DIGITAL SIGNAGE 2020
INVIDIS CONSULTING SHARES ITS PREDICTIONS FOR
THE NEW DIGITAL SIGNAGE YEAR, FROM
TECHNOLOGY TO MARKET CONSOLIDATION. By Florian Rotberg
WILL CONTEXT BE EVERYTHING IN DIGITAL SIGNAGE?
No. For a long time, content was considered king in digital
signage. Increasingly (marketing) organizations are striving
to pursuit for relevance and (hyper)personalization. Data
and AI driven information will be the life line for digital
touch points. At the end of every digital signage process,
data-based content needs to be delivered in the right context (targeted to the audience). Digital experience platforms
(DXPs) enable users to manage Data and Content in the
right context while digital signage CMS are limited to managing content.
Analytics starts at the concept phase while CMS interactivity analytics, external sensors and third-party data adds
additional data streams to a central platform. The relevant
message is created and delivered to mobile, digital signage
and other screens. Adobe believes they are in pole position
with the Experience Manager platform as many corporates
have already deployed the solution for web, video and mobile. But also digital signage pure players like Intuiface offer
data driven media platforms with detailed analytics and
APIs for external data streams.

want digital experiences which integrate visuals, sound and
sometimes even scent. Various technologies and solutions
complement each other to create as unique as possible experiences. This composition of technologies and content is
best presented in showrooms prepared for the customer’s
unique use cases. In addition, the growing interest in LEDs
also drives (potential) customers to showrooms as the vast
variety of pixel pitches need to be experienced in person.
Finally increasing competition from professional service organizations like Accenture Digital and IT system integrators
force digital signage pure player to reevaluate their showroom strategy. The big corporate digital giants outperform
each other with spectacular showrooms in London, Berlin,
Milan and other European metropolises. Can digital signage pure player integrators keep up? The question will
probably be whether relevant market participants will be
able to afford not to operate a showroom in the future. To
be honest, most national integrators will have to join forces with ecosystem partners/providers to keep up with the
market.
WILL DIGITAL SIGNAGE CUSTOMERS START UNDERSTANDING THAT STRATEGY NOT TECHNOLOGY, DRIVES
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION?

WILL WE SEE THE REVIVAL OF THE SHOWROOM?
Yes, the own showroom was a must for every digital signage
integrator for a long time. But for most integrators the own
showroom incurred nothing more than costs as the rapidly
evolving technology forced costly annual updates. In addition, the core target group ‘enterprise customers’ were often not interested in leaving their office to visit showrooms
far away from downtown. But showrooms have become increasingly fashionable again in the past months. A new concept Showroom 2.0 has developed: Customers increasingly

Unfortunately, not yet. In most organizations neither Marketing nor IT have realized that digital touch points cannot
replace a strategy. In addition, organizations are lacking
long term ROI experiences with digital. Existing experiences
and ROI know-how are solely based on smaller silo concepts. Hoping that choosing the right technology will replace digital strategies. Taking (limited) risks becomes the
new normal. What does it mean for the necessary ground
work? It needs sparking new ideas and excellent (digital)
storytelling fully connected to back-end system (e.g. ERP,

CRM). As omni-channel is new norm, customer experiences
need to be seamless across all platforms and along the full
customer journey. Sounds impossible – it’s not but challenging.

comparison to displays or projectors LED-cabinets are just
components which need to be integrated on site with other
AV-technology and requiring additional construction steel
work.

WILL TOUCH REMAIN THE DOMINATING FORM OF INTERACTION?

The rise of LED disrupts the established value chain especially for system integrators. Samsung is again at the forefront. Once again, the Korean OEM has introduced new
products and services which conflict established business:
It started with Magicinfo (Samsung CMS), followed by SoC
(omitting the external media player) and has now reached
a new stage with turnkey LED-Solutions (Samsung SDS).
Samsung acts sensible in introducing new services in major
markets fearing to lose valuable partners too fast. But eventually Samsung will be able to offer LED-Digital Signage out
of the box including maintenance and service. Quite like
Stratacache’s market approach.

Yes, for the time being touch solutions will keep the preferred technology for interaction at public digital touchpoints. Smart phone usage and ticketing machines has
taught consumers that the easiest form of interaction is
touch. We expect more ex-factory touch solutions from the
leading display OEMs making life more difficult for touch
specialists. Their role will most likely shift from direct business to a supplier for the large OEMs as touch will only be
assembled in Europe and not in Asia.
Touch will eventually be replaced by radio-frequency
based technologies (i.e. RFID) and the mobile phone. Integrating mobile remains the main goal for most projects as
basically all cross-platform customer experiences include
mobile in one form or another. Also, for consumers their
mobile phone is most trusted platform, an important factor in times of frequent privacy scandals. One technology is
reaching its end of life: text messaging is dead.
WILL DIGITAL POSTER REMAIN THE STANDARD IN RETAIL
SIGNAGE?
No, even when most of the screens deployed in 2019 will
still be passive digital poster, transaction focused signage
will establish itself as the “new norm”. Interactive digital touchpoints are not limited to vending and ticketing
machines anymore, interact – purchase – pay becomes a
relevant feature for most new digital signage applications.
Some smart radio-frequency an AI-driven solution will
enable easy interaction across most forms of digital signage. An example of a smart integration is Ingenico’s
Think&Go RFID payment solution. A RFID-frame behind
a display enables customers to purchase products and
services just by touching the screen with a customer card or
mobile payment device i.e. Apple Pay. A different approach
is Google’s Project Soli – a new sensing technology that
uses miniature radar to detect touchless gesture interactions.
WILL LED DISRUPT THE VALUE CHAIN AND SYSTEM INTEGRATOR BUSINESS?
Yes, absolutely. LED installation requires a whole new set of
skills currently not offered by digital signage integrators. In

WILL ANY OF THE TECH GIANTS ENTER THE DIGITAL
SIGNAGE MARKET?
No. neither of the five FAANG tech giants (Facebook, Apple,
Amazon, Netflix and Google) will enter the digital signage
market directly. But their influence continuous to be felt
across most sectors of the DS market. Google has been
the most likely candidate to enter the market as they offer ChromeOS (a stable OS ideally for digital signage and
PoS-applications) and they rule the global market for digital advertisement (DooH seems a matching media). But
both B2B markets are too small, do not sufficiently scale
or are very restricted (long term contracts for DooH). But
Google is building up an eco-system of partners (system integrators) which are adding value to Googles offerings.
Apple loves digital signage in their stores (and they are investing heavy in premium LED) but limits its B2B offerings
to App Store services and a few high-performance mediaplayers for premium AV. Selected digital signage integrators
use apple devices as media player, but that is just a tiny
fraction of apple’s consumer focused business model. Amazon is always good for surprises, but we expect them to
stay on the consuming side of digital signage. Netflix is a
great partner for content but without sound the best content remains useless. Facebook could start selling brand
safe DooH inventory, but it seems they are busy with internal challenges.
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WILL MUSIC STREAMING SERVICES LIKE SPOTIFY OR
APPLE MUSIC CAPTURE A SIGNIFICANT PART OF THE
INSTORE MUSIC MARKET?
No, not yet. Apple Music or Spotify are potential candidates
for major instore music suppliers. Spotify offers already
a B2B-offering in selected markets ideal for SMB retailer.
Apple remains focused on consumers. But the emergence
of Spotify and Co has more than halved average instore
music subscription rates in recent years. Large retailer like
supermarket chains will stay loyal with instore specialist
like Mood, Radio POS or Vienna based Radio Max. The Austrian instore radio specialist broadcast a multi-language
audio program live to thousands of stores. A service offering far too complicated for scale-driven consumer offerings
from Spotify & Co.

DS tenders include not only pure players but also IT / professionals service organizations which annual revenues in
excess of 1bn EUR. Consolidation is also driven by rising demand for omni-channel experiences. Necessary skills (e.g.
Coding Apps, Sensors, Data Analytics) are often not available at digital signage integrators. The software market will
experience the strongest drive for consolidation as most
software vendors are too small to survive. An average digital signage software vendor in Europe doesn’t record more
than 2m EUR annual revenues. This will not be enough for
maintaining competitive solutions and adding more experience and data features. In contrast to system integrators,
we don’t expect much M&A activity in the software sector.
Potential targets are too small for private equity investors
as well as lacking sufficient profitability.
WILL DIGITAL SIGNAGE CMS REMAIN DOMINANT?

WILL OLED EXPERIENCE A MARKET BREAKTHROUGH IN
2019?
No, not as long as LG remains the only producer of OLED.
The paper-thin displays will keep the role of an exceptional
beautiful and ‘sexy’ show stopper, but sales will be very
limited. Competing display OEM stress that OLED is not yet
ready for commercial use. We believe that it will just a matter of time till LG Display has improved the technology for
very demanding 24/7 operations.
WILL LED REMAIN A COMPONENT BUSINESS?
No, the LED-Videowall business is transforming to a
solution business. As the technology is advancing from
SMD based to Micro LED/Chip-on-Board (CoB) more and
more LED supplier will offer fixed resolution out-of-a- box.
Samsung is acting as a trailblazer with premium products
like “The Wall”. A big advantage of fixed resolution solutions
is that the cabinets can be quality checked and calibrated
at the factory as well as packaged with standardized wall
mounts. Customer acceptance somewhere at OEM-center
in the EU are not necessary anymore. Eventually LED-walls
need to be offered and ordered like a screen. Scale is important for LED to gain a substantial share of the displays
market. Special LED projects and rental remain a project
and a build to order “cabinet-business”. But margins have
been under pressure – market players report a 40% drop in
LED rental prices in 2019.
WILL PAN-EUROPEAN CONSOLIDATION CONTINUE?
Yes, current pure-player integrators are still too small to win
increasingly global tenders. Most digital signage integrators
record less than 10m EUR annual revenues. Most bigger

No, the end of the dominance for pure-play digital signage
CMS platforms is coming to an end. As the trend to personalize consumer experiences gains traction, organizations
are looking for cross-media digital experience platforms.
The platforms need to manage various media (online, mobile, video, digital signage), offer real-time analytics and
enable to manage seamless digital media assets. Digital
Signage remains an odd-ball in the typical media mix, as
it remains the only platform which requires the brand also
to manage remote infrastructure (media-player, screens)
and is missing standard ad formats. Will these special requirements justify a separate (silo) CMS? Large enterprise
organization will eventually migrate to a single platform
(e.g. Adobe Experience Manager) while smaller network operators suffice a stand-alone DS CMS.
DS CMS provider are looking to expand their offering by
adding additional features (e.g. retail tech, fintech solutions), connecting to 3rd party solutions or specialize (e.g.
vertical solutions). Regardless the strategy, many of the digital signage CMS pure player will cease being competitive in
the coming years. The market will consolidate.

WILL BREXIT DAMPEN THE EUROPEAN DIGITAL SIGNAGE
MARKET OUTLOOK?
Yes, regardless of the outcome of the Brexit process digital signage demand will be hampered. The likely Brexit
outcome will be between bad or awful for the UK economy and most likely also felt across the continent in 2019.
More uncertainties dampen the global outlook in many
emerging markets and in case the US tariffs war escalates.
But according to recent market forecasts the digital signage
market remains its growth rate of around 10%.

WILL AI DISRUPT THE DIGITAL SIGNAGE INDUSTRY?
Yes, absolutely. Digitization means progress. That is why retail and digital signage have undergone continuous transformation in recent years. At the top of the list now: Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Whether as a language assistant or as the
intelligence of a comprehensive technological tool – one
goal should be: Take the A(rtificial) out of AI. For the management consultancy Deloitte, the three Ds are the decisive
factors when it comes to the future of the digital and digitized economy: data, digital and design.
The role of AI must be split in three digital signage categories: AI and Data (the blood line of AI: AI requires data as
fuel to get smart and to grow), AI and Operations (big data
analytics, near real-time insights, predictive analysis) and AI
and Interaction (voice control e.g. Alexa. Google Assistant,
MS Cortona and Apple Siri replacing keyboard and touch).
Main challenge with consumer facing AI applications is the
fear of communicating with AI agents in public spaces. But
consumers will get accustomed fast to use voice control
also at public touchpoints.
WILL STRATACACHE (SCALA) BE THE NO.1 PURE PLAYER
IN EUROPE?
No. CEO Chris Riegel has an impressive track record in
growing the Dayton, Ohio based integrated to a global player. His plans remain ambitious with reaching 500m USD
revenue in 2-3 years. We believe he will continue to grow
his business with multiple M&A activities, but Stratacache
will not be able to achieve market leadership in Europe in
the mid-term future.
Financially strong (PE-backed and public traded) European
pure-players like Trison, Zeta Display or Econocom are better positioned in EMEA to reach the 100 million EUR threshold. Highly profitable integrators will also be prime target
for M&A activities especially from professional service organization like Accenture Digital.
Nonetheless Stratacache has the potential of building a
global digital signage powerhouse with relevant market
shares in major markets.
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RETAIL SPACE FOLLOWS
THE ZONE PRINCIPLE
IDENTIFYING THE BEST LOCATION FOR DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND OTHER DIGITAL TOUCH POINTS IS NOT A 	
SIMPLE TASK. RETAIL DESIGNER, RETAILER AND INTEGRATORS MUST CONSIDER THE RIGHT PLACEMENT 	
ALONG THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY, INSIDE THE STORE AND ADAPT THE CONTENT TO THE CHOSEN LOCATION. 	
THIS IS NOT QUITE AS TRIVIAL AS IT SOUNDS, AS CUSTOMER TEND TO HAVE THEIR OWN IDEAS HOW TO 	
MOVE THROUGH THE STORE

Following zone principles, a long been established concept
in visual merchandising, is highly recommended. But certain adaptions for digital may be necessary.

to adapt content and messaging to average dwell time and
shoppers speed. Long spots should be avoided, because
shoppers are always looking for the next orientation point.

The idea is simple: Shopper behave very differently to the
different zones inside a store, for example a supermarket.
Customer types, Customer intentions (browse, search,
shop). customer journeys and their mind set can differ a lot.
Ideally retailer need to create tailored shopping experiences for every customer.

EXPERIENCE ZONES

SHOP WINDOWS
In order to turn a consumer into a customer, we first need to
get him inside the store. Therefore, the first point of contact
with the customer is not in the store, but the store front, the
façade the outdoor signage. Convincing passersby to enter
the store is the most difficult task. The motto is: raise attention, attract and lure them in.
ENTRANCE ZONE (VISIBILITY MATTERS)
When the customer enters the store, his gaze first moves
to the right. This is statistically proven and has a lot to do
with the learned behavior. The ideal location for screens
should therefore be to the right of the entrance. If this is not
possible, appropriate measures must be taken to direct the
customer's attention in the desired direction. However, as
dwell time is short messages on screens should be short
and include a call to action.

These zones are typically not directly in the customer
flow. In most cases, these are product categories requiring
more time to explore, such as cosmetics. Display messages
should attract customers with special offers and promotions. Testing and experiencing products are in focus here.
A great location for interactive digital signage, lift & learn
and guided selling.
INFORMATION ZONES
Main goal is to provide the customer with orientation. Shoppers are looking for certain products, categories or services.
In this area digital signage can add interactive way-guiding,
floor directories or longer digital advertising messages. The
content loop can be designed quite differently than in the
high-speed areas.
CHECKOUT ZONE
The place customers are queuing up for check-out. The
right place for infotainment, promotion for spontaneous
purchases (i.e. sweets, tobacco) next to the check-out and
additional services. Studies show that customers are more
likely to accept waiting time if they are properly entertained.

MAIN SALES ZONES

EXIT ZONE

Most important zones within the store are all main aisles,
spaces and shelves to the right of the customer flow, end
caps and zones around lifts, escalators and stairs. These
zones are ideal for screen locations. The wider the aisles
the faster shopper move through the store – it is important

After shopping is before the next shopping! Don’t lose your
customer after the checkout. Thank them for today’s shopping and encourage them to visit again by teasing next
week’s promotions. Say goodbye with a smile. This screen
is the last touchpoint for the customer.

The above zones are just a few examples of functional
zones in a typical store. The list is certainly not complete
and of course depend on the store layout. For example,
department stores have the challenge to guide customers
to other floors. As the number of floors increases, customer frequency usually decreases. Digital Signage can be very
useful in guiding customer flows in form of way guiding
content and targeted messages.

CONCLUSION
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Finding the right location and designing
the most effective digital signage concept is
teamwork. Identifying pain points, significant
revenue categories and customer-flow challenges needs to include business owner, category experts, visual merchandising expert
and integrator.
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INVESTORS EYE M&A WAVE AFTER
CONSOLIDATION GAINS MOMENTUM
2018/19 MOST ACTIVE M&A PERIOD FOR DIGITAL SIGNAGE INDUSTRY
CROSS-BORDER DEALS GAIN MOMENTUM
DIGITAL SIGNAGE CMS OPTIMISTS GET A DOSE OF REALITY
The past 12 months have been by far the most active M&A
period since invidis started tracking the industry. Valuation
remains low as many integrators and especially CMS provider still lack sufficient recurring revenues. Cross-border
horizontal deals driven by private equity (i.e. Trison) and
strategic vertical deals investors (i.e. Umdasch). In addition to shopfitter, signage and IT businesses other external
player like Accenture Digital and other professional service
organizations acquiring digital agencies. Even Leasing provider are interested in digital signage as the M&A activities
of Econocom prove.
MAIN CONSOLIDATOR: TRISON, STRATACACHE
AND ZETA DISPLAY
Most prominent has been private equity backed Trison. The
Spanish digital signage integrator acquired French TMM
(2018) and British Beaver Group (2019) to build a pan-European digital signage integrator. Trison was founded more
than 20 years ago and expanded globally with its main client Inditex (Zara, Massimo Dutti). The Spanish integrator
built up a global service network with offices and service
staff installing and maintaining digital signage installation
for more than 7.000 Inditex stores worldwide.
While technology concepts, rollout and service is a scalable
business, designing digital signage concepts and creating
content remains a service requiring great local know-how.
Pitching for projects remains a combination of concept,
context and content. Probably the main reason while
pan-European players need regional expertise. Very different to North America, where everything except on-site service can be centralized.
Trison recognized the need for local concept competence
and started to scan the market for potential take-over targets. The first two relevant acquisitions were closed in October 2018 (TMM France) and April 2019 (Beaver Group UK).
It is safe to say that more acquisitions are targeted to build
a global player.

Not an easy task as Mood Media proves. Mood Media went
for a license model with independently owned licensee in
every market. Local know-how, global brand and technical
platform. But recently integrators terminated their Mood
Media business i.e. Mood France to create a more localized
offering.
It will be interesting to see how Stratacache grows in Europe. CEO Chris Riegel and Investment Partner Dirk Hülsermann announced to build the first multi-billion USD global
digital signage solution provider. While software, hardware
and technical services can be distributed, delivered and
supported globally, concepts remain a challenge. A tough
nut to crack.
But regardless of achieving the goal, Stratacache has delivered an impressive shopping spree in the past years. CEO
Chris Riegel has grown a Dayton / Ohio based integrator to
a global brand name in digital signage. Some of the acquisitions were opportunistic driven, today Stratacache has
probably ten or more different CMS in its portfolio. While
the list of acquisition in North America is very impressive,
Europe is still lagging behind schedule.
So far Stratacache acquired Walkbase (a Finnish retail tech
& analytics solution provider), a Belgian Pharmacy DooH
chain and a British Systems Integrator (xxx). To deliver a full
end-to-end solution in the main European markets a local
footprint will be necessary.
Zeta Display is considered the undisputable leader in consolidation in Europe. With seven acquisitions Zeta basically
integrated relevant digital signage solution provider in Norway, Finland and most recently in the Netherlands.

ZETA DISPLAY
2018 » Webpro (NO)
2017 » QYN (NL) // LiveQube (NO) // Sesam (FI)
2016 » ProntoTV (NO)
2015 » Marketmedia (FI)
2008 » Popcom (FI)
SCALA PARTNER IN FOCUS OF CONSOLIDATION
Beaver Group (UK) > acquired by Trison
MCube (IT) > acquired by Luxemburg PE
QYN (NL) > acquired by Zeta Display
Seen Media (DE) > acquired by Umdasch
TMM (FR) > acquired by Trison
Sys-Teams (UK) > acquired by Stratacache
Why Scala integrator in focus of M&A? they usually belonged
to the leading digital signage integrator in each market,
Scala software is more a toolbox than an out-of-the-box
CMS. Scala integrators excelled in adopting solution to
customer needs resulting in above average value-add inhouse. Therefor Scala partner have been more profitable,
managed to receive higher recurring revenues and have a
strategic lock-in with customers.

CMS provider have the disadvantage of not owning a customer lead, these are usually held by integrators. License
volume is a low single digit of the overall cost of a digital
signage project. One of the main drivers for Stratacache to
reposition Scala as an end-to-end provider.
In addition, many of the ISV have been successful in creating recurring revenues in recent years, but many of the older contracts with blue chips only yield a very small recurring
revenue stream.
Combining a few smaller ISV wouldn’t make much strategic
sense, so main interest is from system integrators interested in securing a CMS software which cannot be acquired
by a competitor. Some ISV try to escape the situation by
following Scala/Stratacache in transforming to a direct
business model. This move is not without risk, as existing SI
partners are not too happy about supplier becoming competitors. And direct business comes with all the hassles of
1st / 2nd level support, direct billing and collecting leads.
It all comes down of who owns the lead? The ISV or the Integrator.

And many of the leading Scala partner were forced to rethink their future strategy as Scala, their most important
partner, turned from trusted supplier to competitor in
2016/17. Stratacache approached selected partners to acquire them, but for many of the integrators invidis has spoken to, sufficient trust and vision was missing. But most integrators weren’t keen on selling to Scala/Stratacache but
were painfully aware, that a Scala situation could happen
again. Looking for safe haven by selling majority to a larger
competitor.
CMS PROVIDER - CAUGHT BETWEEN A ROCK
AND A HARD PLACE
While integrators own the customer and are popular with
investors, CMS provider are in a much more difficult position.
The biggest challenges are with ISV (independent software
vendors) as they are often referred to in the IT-sector. Most
of them are too small to survive by their own. ISVs with EUR
5m annual revenue are already considered large players.
Secondly the market is crowded with hundreds of digital
signage CMS solutions, especially on the entry level. Desperate market players trying to gain market share drive
down average license prices.

CONTACT
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Digital Signage Market Master Class
invidis consulting / ResultMC offer Digital
Signage Market Master Classes for Buyand Sell-Side. The fastest way to get a
deep dive into the market.

Contact: +49 89 2000 416 17 or by mail
Stefan.Schieker@invidis.com
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SAMSUNG FLIP –
THE DIGITAL SWISS
ARMY KNIFE
SAMSUNG FLIP WAS LAUNCHED AT ISE 2018, ONE YEAR AND SEVERAL 10,000 		
UNITS SOLD THROUGHOUT EUROPE LATER IT IS TIME FOR AN OVERVIEW
AND OUTLOOK ON A NEW DIGITAL SIGNAGE PRODUCT CATEGORY

At this year’s ISE 2019, the Samsung booth was dominated by spectacular LED, High Brightness Displays and other
digital signage solutions. Spread between the large format
displays were a considerable number of new Flip use cases
and functionalities. Not only on the ISE stand but especially
behind the scenes – not only at Samsung but also at many
other stands at ISE - there was a lot of talk about Samsung
Flip.
The most obvious change is the new positioning of Flip.
Samsung envisions that the new digital flipchart is not limited to an interactive digital signage solution for SMB and
large corporate, but also the use in education and in retail.
To cater the special demand of the new vertical markets,
Samsung has been adding a number of additional enterprise features. Flips can now be managed remotely (asset
management, updates) and integrated into enterprise networks (Active Directory).
Samsung Flip also receives a collaboration upgrade. Samsung integrates MiraCast (Mirroring) enabling users to
stream Flip content in real-time and wirelessly to other Intel
players/displays. In addition, Samsung cooperates in some
markets with the Danish start-up Airtame to enable flip mirroring with iOS, Linux and other platforms.
But more surprisingly Samsung is betting on retail as the
next vertical for Flip. The simple and easy-to-use digital
platform is supposed to replace thousands of paper-based
flipcharts which can be found at the entrance of almost
every mobile phone shop. Consumer Electronics retailer
MediaSaturn deployed already over 400 Flips at the entrance of their consumer electronics stores throughout Germany. The digital flipchart content is remotely managed,
local stores can only adjust the price while touch remains
deactivated. Even the retail use-case is more or less just a
digital poster, the all-in-one solution including the stand offers an easy to manage and simple to deploy digital signage

POS touchpoint. While Flip works flawless in the retail environment, the Samsung supplied stand is not really suitable
for the retail space. Some of the shops have even covered
the legs of the stand to avert customers tripping over it.
TALKING ABOUT STANDS:
a wide range of third-party Flip accessories are now available. Many of them focusing to offer better suitable stands.
Not only mounts specialists like Peerless-AV but also large
rental providers like Lang AG. Lang was particularly creative
developing a leather-covered luxury flip for the executive
office or the law office. In addition Lang developed a battery operated FlipUp E lasting up to six hours. The eFlip is
supposed to provide the digital platform for meetings in
huddle corners, kitchens or other locations creative agencies and start-ups tend to meet.
In addition, Samsung positions Flip as a value alternative
to more expensive professional touchscreens. One usecase Samsung likes to present are configurator in car showrooms. Of course, flip-based touchpoints offer less computing performance due to the downsized SoC platform - but
according to Samsung the SoC performance should be sufficient for standard interactive applications.
Samsung also hopes to position Flip as a digital customer
stopper – or digital A-frame. Equipped with a wooden stand
and digital signage content in chalkboard design, Flips are
supposed to inform infront of coffee shops, poke bowl restaurants and juice bars.
Samsung will launch a larger 65” Flip in the second half of
2019, not only offering a larger screen but also front access
connections and new software feature like merge to board,
annotations, individual screensaver with logos and full remote management.

COMMENT
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Samsung puts great hope in the market success of the Flip.
The product launch was quite successful due to the very attractive price point. For the first time an interactive digital
signage solution affordable also for smaller companies. Of
course, Samsung invested into a unprecedented marketing
campaign previously unseen in the digital signage market.
Even hiring famous goalkeeper Oliver Kahn as a brand ambassador.
It seems as if Samsung has succeeded in launching a new
product category - interactive digital flipchart as an entry-level solution for the touch and collaboration market.
Whether it will succeed remains to be seen. The competition
is testing already first prototypes of Flip-alikes.
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ESL SAVE 1.5 MAN DAYS
PER STORE AND WEEK
JYSK DÄNISCHES BETTENLAGER – A DANISH FURNITURE STORE – IS CONVERTING 1,300 STORES TO ESL. 	
THE INVESTMENT OF MORE THAN 40,000 EUROS PER STORE PAYS OFF IN TERMS OF GREATER FLEXIBILITY 	
AND BETTER SERVICE IN AN VERTICAL MARKET DISRUPTED BY AMAZON & CO
So far, 1,300 stores in Germany and the six foreign markets
Austria, Switzerland, France, Italy, Spain and Portugal use
printed price labels for the more than 4,000 products. Outside Germany and Austria, the retailer operates under the
Jysk brand. Now the stores of the furniture chain are gradually converted to ESL, digital price tags with additional digital retail features.

group already has a long and successful cooperation with
Dänisches Bettenlager.

"Our business is very dynamic. Every day numerous new
sales activities and promotions are launched across our
more than 1,300 specialist stores. The switch to digital
and centrally managed electronic price tags eliminates the
need for a lot of manual work and saves onsite printing and
hardware costs," according to Ole N. Nielsen, Managing
Director of Dänisches Bettenlager. "We will also be able to
implement price changes for each individual article within
30 seconds. This has become a necessity due to increasing
competition and the high dynamics of our industry".

Silvio Kirchmair, CEO of Umdasch The Store Makers:
"We are delighted and honoured to be working with our
long-standing customer Dänisches Bettenlager to design
the retail space of tomorrow. The rollout project for ESL is a
prime example of how investments in the future can drive
brick and mortar retailing forward. In order to deploy projects of this size, a reliable network and large installation
capacities are required. Umdasch and its digital retail division are able to manage that."

A pre-rollout in more than 20 stores has already been
successfully completed, and now up to 400 stores are to
be successively converted annually. Ole N. Nielsen: "Each
store requires an investment of more than 40,000 euros. We
are pressing ahead with the digitization of our company in
many areas, yet our nationwide store network - in Germany
alone, every household reaches one of our stores in a maximum of 20 minutes' drive - is a central success factor of our
omnichannel strategy.
By converting to digital and centrally managed cprice tags,
each store can save 1.5 days of working time per week. Ole
N. Nielsen: "In accordance with our claim as a specialist
store for living and sleeping, we will not reduce staffing in
our stores, but we will allow our employees to fully benefit
from this time saving for more and better customer service.
In addition, we are protecting the environment by eliminating the need for printed price tags, which will in future
enable us save an enormous amount of paper, toner and
transport costs."
The technical partner for the project is provided by Umdasch Digital - the recently enlarged digital signage subsidiary of Umdasch The Store Makers. The Austrian shopfitting

The ESL technology and labels are based on the SES-imagotag platform. SES-Imagotag, part of BoE (China), is the
world's leading ESL manufacturer and also supplier of Media Saturn's world largest ESL rollout to date.

invidis Background: Digital Signage in furniture stores
In the past consumers drove to one of the many furniture
palaces located in out of town business districts. Furniture
stores like XXL Lutz or IKEA, most of them offering retail
space in excess of 20,000 m², were the ultimate place to experience and select furniture and also to eat cheaply.
But the digital revolution has also disrupted the furniture
industry. New players in the market are online retailers like
Otto, Westwing and Amazon in addition to downtown stores
of XXL Lutz and Ikea. Price pressure and supply dynamics
have changed fundamentally. Since Amazon & Co are able to
adjust prices every hour if the competitive situation requires
it, simple highlight promotions of brick and mortar stores
are no longer sufficient.
Bosch have already been equipped by Umdasch with ESL
solutions at the POS.

Retailer like Dänisches Bettenlager are trying to keep up with new city branches and dynamic price labelling
"The new system will also give our marketing new impetus. For example, with "happy hour" offers or campaigns for individual product groups, which we focus on in specific time windows. Local, regional or individual store promotions will also be
possible without any problems. We are also able to display detailed product information or promotions via NFC on mobile
devices of our customers," continues Ole N. Nielsen. ESL also offers additional operational advantages in conjunction with
handheld PDAs, such as automated stocktaking and product replenishment, support for store teams for inventory and a
wide range of other features.
Umdasch Digital is already experienced with ESL projects. Numerous retailers such as SPAR, MPreis, T-Mobile Austria or
Bosch have already been equipped by Umdasch with ESL solutions at the POS.

COMMENT
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invidis comment by Florian Rotberg: ESL challenge
Digital signage integrators have a love-hate relationship with ESL projects. Only established digital signage integrators
on the market are x-Place and Umdasch. The reason is simple: Digital signage integrators pride themselves on combining
technology and content and installing them on site. With ESL, however, content is not the challenge, but the technical
connection to backend systems (ERP, price engines) as well as the integration into shopfitting. Installation of labels is a
one-time low skill activity. xplace (backend expertise for Media Saturn) and Umdasch as a shopfitter are particularly well
positioned for ESL projects.
Nevertheless, "normal" digital signage integrators should also look at the potential of ESL. Revenues are enormous - usually many millions of Euros per project - and ESLs in combination with digital signage are integrated part of the (digital)
customer journey. From a customer perspective, large format displays, kiosk systems and ESLs are very similar solution
preferably sourced from one trusted partner.
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Although the technological solution has only been active
for a short time, the results already indicate that many customers adopted the touch point. The most commonly used
types of filters are in line with expectations, mainly type of
wine and country of origin followed by different choices of
meals. Drinkcenter Oud-Turnhout recoded a substantial
increase in wine sales since deployment. The wine guide
not only helps customers, but also enables staff to give customers better advice leading to more satisfied repeating
customers.

SMART RETAIL –
SHOW ME THE WINE

The application offers continuous insight (analytics) about
the number of user sessions and the types of wines that
have been searched for. Based on the information, Drinkcenter Oud-Turnhout can manage product range and stock
more effectively. A popular feature with staff is the scanner
connected to the touchscreen display, indicating the shelf
position in the wine rack. This makes the replenishment
of wine much more efficient, especially when temporary
workers are working in the shop.

BELGIAN DRINKCENTER OUD-TURNHOUT IS ONE OF SIX BEVERAGE SHOPS CONNECTED TO THE BREWERY
FAMILY KEERSMAEKERS. AS PART OF ITS STRATEGY TO BETTER SERVE THE MARKET, THE BREWERY OPERATES THE DRINK CENTRES RETAILS CONCEPT

TRUST THE MARKET LEADER*

THE AIM OF THESE DRINK CENTERS IS TO SERVE THE CONSUMER WITH A VERY WIDE RANGE OF PRODUCTS,
GOOD SERVICE AND A GREAT DEAL OF PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE. IN A MARKET CHARACTERISED BY A HIGH DE-

Our Systems
are used by:

GREE OF COMPETITION FROM OTHER BREWERIES, OFF-LICENCES, SUPERMARKETS AND CAFÉS, THE DRINK
CENTRES SERVE AS A DIFFERENTIATOR

Drinkcenter Oud-Turnhout sells a wide range of alcoholic
and non-alcoholic drinks: beer, soft drinks, water, spirits,
wines, hot drinks, and dairy products. A key challenge for
the Drink Center is to help customers make a choice when
they want to buy wine. Many customers find this difficult
due to the large and diverse product offering causing stress
along the customer journey. To support customers choosing the perfect wine, a touchscreen application has been
installed in the shop in combination with an interactive
wine rack. The aim of the digital touchpoint was to attract
customers to repeating purchases, therefore leading to
higher sales for the store.
The touchscreen application and the interactive wine rack
were supplied by Belgian system integrator Dobit Solutions
in combination with Visplay (retail shelf system) and Nexmosphere (sensor platform). The touchscreen application
runs on a display in the shop. Visitors can use the touchscreen application to search for wine based on their own

preferences. The search process includes filters such as the
type of wine, price, country of origin, grape variety and even
the meal that a customer plans to prepare in the evening.
As soon as the visitor selects a filter on the display, shelves
with all bottles of wine within his selection light up in the
interactive wine rack. As the visitor continues to filter, only
those bottles of wine that match his choice will remain
highlighted. Technology is merging with physical spaces
creating a 360° shopping experience. The touchscreen application and the interactive wine rack do not only inspire
and inform customers, but also convert to sales.
The touchscreen application and the interactive wine rack
were implemented in 2018. It took six months from idea to
delivery of a fully integrated solution. The total solution cost
approximately 60,000 euros, with half of the amount for the
software application and the other half for hardware, interactive retail shelfs, touchscreen and interactive lighting.

Brand names and logos
are property of the
respective company
*invidis market research 2018
for number of sold player

Entry Level Player
unter 100 €
Android & Windows
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ISTANBUL
AIRPORT
ISTANBUL'S NEW AIRPORT OPENED IN APRIL 2019 IS SET TO BECOME		
WORLD'S LARGEST AIRPORT
SUPER LARGE AIRPORTS REQUIRE CUSTOMIZED AND LARGE NETWORKS OF 	
FLIGHT INFORMATION DISPLAYS SYSTEM (FIDS) AND WAY-GUIDING
BUILDING THE 100.000M² TRAVEL RETAIL ZONE WAS THE LARGEST RETAIL 	
PROJECT IN EUROPE WITH SPECTACULAR LED INSTALLATIONS

Istanbul wants to become the largest airport in the world,
replacing Atlanta, Dubai, Beijing, Doha or Abu Dhabi as the
dominating global hub. Flights servicing every corner of the
globe is the base for eventually reaching the No.1 spot but
offering attractive retail and leisure activities for transferring passenger is even so important.
The large travel retail area features exciting LED facades
and playful digital signage installations. All store combined
Istanbul offers more than 100.000 of retail space, the largest
retail project in Europe. While shopping plays an important
role for passengers and the airport, finding the gate for the
connecting flight between all the stores remains a digital
signage challenge.
FIDS has been provided by the local digital signage champion Vestel, winning the tender to equip the terminal with

FIDS displays. A total of 3,150 screens were installed in the
extensive terminal. As usual in FIDS projects, each display
had to be equipped with its own player. Vestel integrated
OPS-based players fully integrated into the 49" and 55" displays at Istanbul Airport. Across the departure and arrival
levels more than 300 displays with 49″ diagonal and 850
large format displays 55″ diagonal were installed. All displays have matt screen surfaces with 25% hazing and 700
cd high brightness.
FIDS screens are clustered into groups of 3 to 6 displays
and installed on gondolas. Istanbul follows the trend to
install FIDS displays along the walkways in order to avoid
interrupting the passenger flow. Twenty years ago most airport terminals featured a central departure board instead
of multiple screens. Istanbul decided on adding two large

LED-based FIDS screens behind security enabling passengers to identify their gate while queuing. Larger cluster
of screens are also installed next to the entrance / at the
check-in counter where the need for information is the
highest.

The LED installation of Istanbul Duty Free meanders on
both sides along the entire length of the terminal. Spectacular is the LED stripe which integrates with the façade
panels offering a harmonious and very eye-catching digital
screen.

At the gates Istanbul decided for an usual digital signage
concept. A large number of portrait screens at the gates
are suspended from the ceiling. A particular eye-catcher
with plenty of space for FIDS and possibly advertising in
the future. The FIDS system runs on Ikusi, a spanish digital signage transportation expert frequently used for FIDS
projects.

Particularly at the corners, the LED elements reach all the
way to the floor and act as eye-catchers. The LED wall has
been designed to appear as an organic from and offers
many surprising elements. For example the Information
counter inside the duty free, an organically shaped LED
installation draws the attention of customers to the information counter while fully integrating into the store design.
Most retail spaces inside the Duty Free Store are surprisingly static, with the exception of LCD video wall above the
cash desks.

Besides all the screens in public spaces, airports like Istanbul also feature operational screens in restricted areas like
baggage handling. Vestel provided digital signage screens
with IP51-protected cabinets.
The retail area at the new airport in Istanbul is huge and
dominated by the digital signage highlight of the airport.

It is interesting to note that Istanbul’s Unifree Duty Free primarily uses digital on the outside façade, while the world's
largest travel retailer Dufry primarily uses Digital Signage
inside the store.
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LEARNING FROM
THE DATA CENTER
INCREASE OF COMPLEX AND LARGE AV INSTALLATIONS LEADS TO A RISING DEMAND FOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE HARDWARE
POWER SUPPLY, COOLING AND DEVICE MANAGEMENT ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT
INTEGRATORS NEED TO FAMILIARIZE WITH NEW INFRASTRUCTURE COMPONENTS. SPECIALIST
SUPPLY EVERYTHING FROM A SINGLE SOURCE

DIGITAL SIGNAGE RELEVANT INFRASTRUCTURE
SOLUTIONS ARE:
 PDU management (Power Distribution Unit) – power
remote management and resetting
 Remote Connection to IP and IT network and router

When was the time you had to plan cooling as an integrator? Most likely in projects including high performance VR
installation with huge server racks and integrated air conditioning. Even large LED walls or other very expensive
hardware require backup infrastructure. It doesn’t always
require large server racks but often starting with an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), network load management
or IP-managed multiple power outlet strip. AV- and digital
sigange installations are becoming more complex.
The infrastructure setup of today’s digital signage and AV
components is far more complex than in the beginning.
All devices are connected to a network and customer IT is
usually somewhat involved in projects. As digital signage
becomes more connected and complex, responsibilities for
onsite IT are transferred to the integrator. Driving system integrators to expand their offering and competence
This leads to an expanded solution offering for integrators.
A good opportunity for integrators to position themselves
as a one-stop solution provider. Infrastructure becomes a
potential USP similar to rental services.
Special know-how and hardware are required to offer, install and manage IT-infrastructure. The customer either
does not have the necessary knowledge on site or plain and
simple infrastructure lies in the responsibility of the integrator. Infrastructure specialist like Vertiv provide AV integrators with solutions such as thermal management, power
supply, racks and management solutions.

Simply installing AV technology in non-IT-compliant equipment is not acceptable anymore. High performance infrastructure offers also additional advantages for integrators:
remote maintenance can be provided 24/7 without onsite
technicians. This either leads to cost savings or improves
service for the end customer. This, in turn, gives the service
provider additional access to other stakeholders - and can
open upselling and up new business opportunities. For
example, building automation solutions and CCTV which
are typically not core of digital signage. As dependencies
between technologies, infrastructure und sensors grow,
integrators offering end-to-end technology for retail stores
become increasingly attractive.
But to begin with the AV sector must learn from the IT. Managed infrastructure, business continuity and remote services are essential for IT projects and that should also be
the case in digital signage. More and more digital signage
installations are business critical - a reliable, well managed
infrastructure is necessary. Often digital signage integrators
are faced with an insufficient, not properly documented
onsite infrastructure.
Not just power and network cables, but power provisioning
needs to consider voltage peaks, frequencies and power
outages and last but not least cooling.

 KVM (Keyboard Video Mouse) and SIM card – remote
control via KVM switches
 Uninterruptible power supply (UPS) - video wall, LED
wall and displays are supplied with constant current,
which increases longevity and prevents data loss in
the event of surge
 Rack for external media players - all media players
are housed centrally in a rack that is cooled in a
separate location onsite, increases lifespan of players,
enables easier access especially in complex digital
signage installation i.e. museums, brand center
 Management Software – automatic monitoring and
managing of devices via PDU or KVM, automatic
testing of power output and functionalities (on/off) or
control

Professional infrastructure solutions eliminate or drastically reduce downtimes for customers as well as on-site service times. At the same time integrators may use the newly
gained competence to upsell additional services to customers. Managed infrastructure is especially interesting for
high security projects such as airports, rail transportation,
large shopping malls and entertainment.
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SENSORS
Harrods opened its new Wine & Spirits section in the Food
Halls of the world’s most famous department store. The
Wine & Spirits department is an exciting shop window for
Harrods’ excellence. It stands out quite clearly from all the
other retailers in the world. Shoppers can sample and purchase rare vintages in a glamorous, elegant atmosphere
inspired by the Art Déco style. It is an act of homage to The
Great Gatsby.
Here a shiny black-and-white marble floor joins forces with
whitewashed oak wall panels dotted with copper design
elements. Common wisdom would require integrating
dozens of sensors as the ultimate form of interactivity and
smart digital retail concepts. The more sensors, the more
complex the concept the better. But less is often more - that
is especially the case in luxury digital signage concepts.
Across the Atlantic Amazon is heading the other way. Amazon Go convenience stores are filled up to the rim with sensors enabling customers a checkout-less shopping experience. The ceiling and shelves are covered with hundreds
of sensors tracking every instore movement of the customer and pick-up of merchandise.
Regardless of the use-case and sensor penetration, sensors
are becoming increasingly commodity in digital signage.
Most popular use-cases in retail are
Lift & Learn
Approach detection - measuring distance (value-alternative to Kinect)
Guiding by LED lighting (matrix)
Microsoft Kinect was the most popular sensor in digital
signage, even originally developed for Gaming (Microsoft
Xbox). The solution was discontinued in 2017 after selling
35 million units and since then many, much cheaper and
smaller sensors have become available. On a side note,
Microsoft resurrected Kinect at Mobile World Congress in
Barcelona in February 2019. The new Kinect has shrunk the
external sensor into a stand-alone peripheral with ample
computing power. Microsoft has designed this new Kinect
to be primarily used with Azure, the company’s cloud-based service, for computer vision and speech models.

The only other sensor brand name is Intel’s stand-alone
product Realsense. One of the hidden champions in Intel’s
product portfolio the sensors have become enormous popular with autonomous driving. Making it very hard for digital signage integrators to get access to the value-priced
sensor series, as the vast majority is bought by the automotive industry.
So much about Kinect and Realsense. Today’s sensors
mainly integrated in digital retail are standard close-range
sensors with an operating range of a few centimeters. They
usually resell for a few Euros and are widely available. The
challenge with sensors in general is not the hardware itself,
but the platform to connect and efficiently manage the
data recorded by the sensors. Especially as more and more
sensors are becoming wireless.
Eindhoven (NL) based Nexmosphere developed a low-cost
and easy to deploy and manage sensor platform quite popular with digital signage integrators. The Dutch experts
offer light, touch, video, audio, pick-up & presence sensors
for customized experiences controlled by a single platform.
While remotely managing sensors and data can be provided by platforms like Nexmosphere, another challenge is
more difficult to master.
According to Nexmosphere’s Hubert Van Doorne digital
signage concepts are too often build on unrealistic and not
necessary precision expectations. Concepts are created
and tested too often in labs and not in real life. For example, sensors need only to detect certain ranges – it’s like
temperature. It’s more important to understand if it’s generally cold or hot to playout relevant content. Is it relevant to
the customer experience that the temperature drops by 0.2
centigrade? Not really. But integrators tend to overengineer
sensor driven projects. While they spend 50 Euros on sensors, they spend 50.000 Euros on control systems around
it. The drive for precision is mostly an overkill for customer
journeys while it can be business critical for industrial applications.
The value of sensors is to enhance the experience for the
80%, not optimizing it for all possible exceptions. With a
sensor invest of 500 Euros integrators can gain twice the
experience for customers.
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A unified sensor-software platform offers also NEC’s Leafengine. While NEC
doesn’t offer their own sensors, the Leafengine middleware enables access
to a broad catalogue of 50+ sensors, including gender and age classification,
proximity detection, NFC, QR-Codes and many others. The solution has been
developed by NEC labs in Heidelberg/Germany and caters European requirements. Complementing Leafengine is NEC ALP, an AI-powered analytics platform currently in Beta-testing in North America and soon available in Europe.
Samsung is also developing a sensor platform. In contrast to NEC Samsung is
building a proprietary sensor platform for the company’s own Tizen SoC. R&D
partner is Samsung SDS, the groupwide IT-Integrator.
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ULTRA-HD / 4K RESOLUTION HAS REACHED AN IMPORTANT THRESHOLD.
FALLING PANEL PRICES INCREASE MARKET PENETRATION
ROLLABLES AND TRANSPARENT OLEDS ADD UNIQUE BUT RARE USE-CASES
TO DIGITAL SIGNAGE
DEMAND IN EDUCATION FOR INTERACTIVE SCREENS CONTINUES TO RISE,
BOOM FOR HIGH BRIGHTNESS

The transparent display wall is back - this time in OLED. LG
OLED’s enable system integrators and retailer to enrich PoS
presentation with more spectacular and unique touchpoints. At ISE 2019, the OEM presented a wide range of transparent OLED use cases in addition to the showstopper,
rollable and wallpaper OLEDs. The newest generation of
OLED offer a transparency level of 38% which beats older
solutions by far. Standard size is 55 inches offering Full HD
resolution. The displays can be combined to form video
walls, installed via mount or suspended from the ceiling.

gnostics (xray), control room application and CAD.
The market in general is dominated by Ultra-HD/4K which
has become the standard for professional screens all the
way down to 32” screens. Industry analysts of Futuresource
Consulting expect a further strong growth for UHD technology. According to the market researcher, the EMEA market
for 55" UHD displays is expected to grow by more than 50%
in the course of 2019.

LG is driving innovation with the new OLED 55EW5F-A products while all other OEMs stick with the established LCD
technology. LCD still accounts for the vast majority of the
market. Here, too, transparent solutions are on offer - although mostly customized by smaller display specialist and
not with the desired transparency required by luxury retailer or upscale department stores. However, the advantages
of Liquid Crystal Displays are obvious: very high resolution
(up to 8k), various touch features, high color range or plain
and simple very high brightness.

Accordingly, OEMs continuously launch new 55-inch UHD
displays, like NEC Display Solutions offering three 55” products in its product range from the second quarter of 2019.
Otherwise, R&D in the LCD industry has brought smaller
innovations, more enhancements, rather than revolutionary new products. Video wall screens offer now less than 1
mm bezel (less than 2mm bezel-to-bezel). Integrators and
customers are harder to convince about world record thin
bezels as they are quite vulnerable during installation. And
even the smallest bezel remains a disturbing bezel when
used for presenting documents with white background or
tables.

Technology wise resolution is constantly improving: 8K is
available in the premium segment for a year now. Sharp
was first to market with 8k, even their entire 8k ecosystem is
more targeted to broadcasting than digital signage. The interest in 8k is driven by the 2020 Tokyo Summer Olympics,
the first global event completely broadcasted in 8k. Beyond
broadcasting 86 use cases are still limited to medical dia-

Screen sizes have more or less topped out at 98", limited by
transportation infrastructure and door heights in existing
buildings. In addition: laser projection and pre-assembled
4in1 SMD LED solution start to become an attractive alternative at screen sizes of 100” or larger. For diameters of 130”
and larger LED and projection are definitely the preferred
technology.

LCD dominates the visual market, but the technology
seems to have reached its peak. New innovations have
become rare. Nevertheless, certain LCD-segments still offer substantial growth potential. In the EMEA region, LCD
screens occupied the top position of the market for largescreen visualization solutions with 44% according to Futuresource. Projectors follow second in the market survey
with 38 %. LED has a 38% share based on value. Volume
shares look quite different, as the vast majority of visual systems deployed are displays.
LC displays are still particularly important for interaction
and collaboration. And huge potential manufacturers
and integrators are eager to exploit together. Futuresource identified around 32 million corporate meeting rooms
worldwide, but less than 1 million feature a display. While
the demand for interactive whiteboards is already declining in some regional markets - such as North America –
demand for interactive screens is growing substantially in
Europe. Mainly driven by corporate and education. Top
range touchscreens with 4K resolution and integrated IoT
features are clustered into the new category Windows Collaboration Display (WCD). The intelligent screen including
camera, audio and software becomes a central platform
enabling companies and education to interact, work and
teach in constantly changing environments. Typical solutions are provided by Avocor and Sharp in the mid to high
price range, while Samsung opened a new market segment
with the digital flipchart. The 2018 launch of Samsung Flip

has disrupted the industry by offering a new entry segment
and unheard-of marketing power. The Flip software was
further improved now also offering wireless screen sharing
(mirroring) to other Intel players/displays. Samsung has extended the target group from corporate to retail and education. In fall 2019 Samsung will introduce also a 65” Flip with
new features and a more powerful platform.
High Brightness Screens have come a long way from a customized solution to a mainstream solution. They currently
make up only a small segment of the market accounting for
only 7% of total sales in 2018. However, sales of High Brightness Screens increased by 120% compared to 2017. Market
researchers expect further, even stronger, growth in 2019.
The above average growth is driven by falling prices and
new innovations. Double-sided screens were launched in
the past months. specially designed for shop windows.
High brightness specialist Dynascan and market leader
Samsung offer double-sided solutions with different brightness level for outside and inside facing displays. The outside facing panel features between 3,000 and 4,000 nits
while the inside facing screen provides 1,000 to 2,000 nits
brightness. As both screens are integrated into one housing, installation in shopping windows becomes easy and
less cluttered.
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LED SOLUTIONS
FOR ALMOST
EVERY USE-CASE
SMD REMAINS THE PREDOMINANT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE ALMOST FULLY DEVELOPED, NEVERTHELESS PROVIDES THE PLATFORM FOR A NEW SOLUTION
MICRO-LED SERVES THE HIGH-END SEGMENT
LED MARKET REMAINS VERY DYNAMIC

LED is an established, long tested and real life proven technology. In the past mainly used for outdoor installation,
digital signage is now bringing new life to LED indoor as
well as outdoor. The traditional SMD LED design almost
perfectly developed. With Micro-LED and Chip on Board
(COB) are two potential successors on the horizon, one superior technology and the other one more efficient to be
manufactured. The dominating module business is now
complemented with all-in-one products offered by various
LED manufacturers. Whether traditional solutions or future
technology: Emissive displays are on the advance. In terms
of numbers, the LED business is the smallest in the large
visual market - but it is an extremely dynamic market.
At ISE 2019 more and more LED-OEMs started offering
standardized LED solution. A new product category that
continues to push the market: All-in-one. AiO displays are
designed to eliminate the disadvantages of LED modules and thus improve AV integration and make it more efficient.
A new standard size is being introduced: with 130″ - 2.88 x
1.62 m - these screens are a much larger alternative to LCD-

based 4K screens with a maximum of 98". As a standard resolution these solutions offer Full HD, are easy to transport
and comparable quickly to set up. Separate controllers or
picture scalers are not required. Instead, users just plug-in
a DVI cable and the screen displays the desired content.
These solutions are usually built out of 4-1 SMD technology modules, weighing around 125 kg and deliver 600 nits
luminance. An environmentally friendly < 0.5W standby
mode significantly reduces power consumption compared
to standard LCD-based solutions. List price start at around
65,000 Euros for example from m.i.b Germany.
Micro LEDs are now also available, due to a price of more
than 40.000 Euros/m² currently limited to a few premium
projects. MicroLED consist of LEDs with less than 100 micrometers (Micro-LE) or between 100 and 200 micrometers
(Mini-LED). Micro LEDs can be produced on glass or PCB.
For comparison: The modules built in SMD architecture
with the smallest current pixel pitch are 0.9 mm LED modules. Among the major LED manufacturers, Samsung has
made a significant contribution in promoting the new tech-

nology: in addition to the commercial use 146" variant of
"The Wall" with a pixel pitch of 0.84 mm, the Koreans also
launched the a 219" screen for professional and consumer
applications. At Infocomm an even larger 8k version of the
Wall (292”) premiered. On the entry level Samsung also offers a 75" micro LED screen to round off the portfolio.
The industry is still waiting for the next boost: COB (ChipOn-Board) and related manufacturing methods, which
should allow a much faster and cheaper production of future LED generations. Currently available are already solutions such as LISA from SiliconCore. The US-based manufacturer presented a 1.2 mm LED wall with 110″ diagonal
(Full-HD) and up to 1,200 Nit. LISA seems to be a very interesting manufacturing approach, as it uses an architecture
in which the diodes can be attached directly to the printed
circuit board (PCB) using direct bonding. The end-result are
quite robust, cool and flat LED modules. The solution will
also be available in 1.9 mm and with 1.5 mm pixel pitch.
Work is also underway on a solution with 0.95 mm pixel
pitch, which could be introduced at the beginning of 2020.
In the near future, LED development will continue to focus
on more efficient manufacturing, new architecture and

on reducing energy consumption. Most LED solutions still
need to drastically improve energy consumption.
LED offers a wide range of pixel pitch, dedicated products
for outdoor, indoor and rental and even integrated touch
solutions. While touch LED are still rare in the DACH region,
most digital signage use cases will find a fitting solution .
Since the model year 2019 the "MicroTiles" of Christie are
also LED-based - with pixel pitch 1,25 mm or 1,5 mm and
luminance of 1,000 cd / m2. Advantages of this proprietary
solution are: integrated mounting system, the ability to
build curved structures in a small space and the patented
"Neighbor Detection" and "Auto-Match" function.
Individual LED tiles detect and localize themselves directly using IR-based detection while the sensor-based "Auto-Match" feature automatically adjusts color and brightness to achieve > 97 % uniformity over the entire LED wall
for the entire operating life.
In addition, the MicroTiles LED WebUI includes an intuitive
software that controls and manages the high-end product.
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PROJECTOR
DYNAMICS

LASER ENSURES LONG-LASTING LIGHT SOURCES, PROJECTORS BECOME MORE INTERACTIVE
THE TREND TOWARDS PROJECTION MAPPINGS BOOSTS THE MARKET
LAMP-FREE PROJECTORS BECOME POPULAR

Expo 2020 in Dubai will open in fall 2020 for six months. The
first time a world exhibition is hosted in the Middle East.
The organizers expect to attract 25 million visitors, about
70% of them from outside the United Arab Emirates. Something unique, immersive and special will await visitors at
Expo 2020.
Realistic visuals and a rich sea of colours will provide exciting entertainment with moving images. As a newly appointed official partner for displays and projections, AV expert
Christie will contribute laser projection technology to the
Expo. More than 250 D4K40 projectors will be used to project real-life scenes on and around Al Wasl Plaza, which is
surrounded by a dome and will also be visible from a bird's
eye view.
The applications for projectors vary. Not only the rental sector is currently booming but also demand fixed installation
projectors like in corporate and education. According to
Futuresource, the projection market continues to grow in
value faster than LCD.
Projector are based on different technologies, depending
on the budget or application. LCD projectors allow light to
pass through three-color LCD panels. The LCD panels block
certain colors and allow other colors to pass through. This
differs from the approach of the DLP (Digital Light Processing) technology in which light is reflected from a mirrored
panel via a colour wheel. LCD projectors are generally
cheaper than DLP versions. In addition to LCD and DLP,
projectors with Liquid Crystal on silicon (LCoS) combine

two technologies. LCoS don’t require any color wheel either
similar to LCD. A disadvantage of LCoS is that the contrast
ratio tends to be much lower than that of DLP or LCD, so the
contrast range is reduced.
In 2018, projectors accounted for 38% of the professional
visual market in EMEA.
Demand in the mid-segment for brightness levels between
6,000 and 20,000 lumens is currently particularly high.
OEM’s like Epson, Optima and BenQ launched at ISE numerous new models. In the 20,000 to 50,000 lumen class
of 4K projectors, Panasonic launched a new 3 DLP model.
Upmarket solutions in this brightness range are often packaged with in-house blending or mapping technology and
diagnostic tools. These solutions are especially helpful for
non-standardized (beyond 16:9) projections like projection
mapping, which is just as popular at festivals all over Europe as it is for exclusive brand events.
Other use-cases for front projection require special lenses:
Ultra Short Throw (UST) projectors are used for collaboration and office scenarios as well as in projects with limited
space for an installation projector. Integrators and retail
designer increasingly use UST projectors for museums and
retail projects.
Countless interactive projectors are now available for use
in meeting and conference rooms. Using software and, if
required, touch frames or sensors, projectors can also compete with LCD screens and LED walls. One advantage over

displays is the much larger screen diagonal that can be
achieved with projectors. And compared to LED, the price
is considerable cheaper.
Another special use case are 360° installations. Manufacturers such as Christie, Barco and Panasonic offer dedicated
solutions that can be used stand-alone or with specialized
software typically for event and museum projects.
The AV industry also continues to promote lamp-free projectors. For example, NEC offers solid state models like a
8,000 lumen laser DLP projector. Optima, claiming to be
the world leader in 4K Ultra HD projectors, also relies on
laser and DLP. The service lifetime of the light sources are
often above 20.000 hours, some even claim to reach 30.000
hours. Ensuring customers low maintenance costs and enables integrators to better hide the projectors. Wherever
prices allow, customers are now very happy to use lasers
or LEDs.
Also the mainstream market (projectors up to 6,000 lumens)
is moving towards lasers. 4K projectors with laser phosphor
light sources are now standard. Manufacturers such as Canon, BenQ and Maxell (formerly Hitachi) among many others
offer various price-sensitive solutions. Additional features
are necessary to stand above the crowd: NEC features lownoise and even noiseless projectors. Other OEM’s will certainly follow suit,
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OUTDOOR DIGITAL SIGNAGE –
ON THE SEARCH FOR STANDARDS
Outdoor digital signage has been one of the growth drivers
in 2018. High brightness screens – once tailormade solutions – have become mainstream. Most Display-OEM offer
a wider range of sunlight readable displays ranging from
450 nits to 5.000 nits and more. As high brightness has become commodity, average prices have dropped to a more
affordable level.

 he first digit indicates the level of protection that the
T
enclosure provides against the ingress of solid foreign
objects.
 he second digit indicates the level of protection that
T
the enclosure provides against ingress of water.

This opened many new use-cases beyond outdoor for
high brightness like shop window applications in shopping
malls or in airports. For example, Istanbul airport installed
more than 3.100 FIDS displays with 700 nits supplied by
Vestel. Samsung introduced the OM46N-D, a double-sided
screen for the shop-window. The outdoor-facing side is fitted with a 3.000 nit high-brightness display while the indoor
facing screen features a 1.000 nit display.

For digital signage relevant are protection level of IP5x (dust
protected) and higher. The highest rating IP68 (dust tight/
water immersion of 1m) is often seen as the non-plus ultra for outdoor installations. But IP68 enclosure protection
comes at a very high price (heat exchanger, high power consumption) and is very bulky. The Rolls-Royce of IP68 outdoor totem is the double sided 98” high brightness by LG
MRI with a price tag of approximately 90.000 EUR.

But real outdoor applications are also growing much faster than the rest of the market. Display-based DooH touchpoints are omnipresent especially roadside as part of
transit shelters replacing standard city light poster. Also,
wayguiding and drive-thru touchpoints are increasingly
converted to digital. One vertical market stands out - drive
thru installations for Quick Service Restaurants (QSR). A
typical QSR drive thru offers two lanes with three to five
high-brightness screens in each lane. Just McDonalds,
Starbucks and Brands International (Burger King) have
a demand for 300.000 high brightness screens in North
America alone. But also, in Europe QSR restaurants without
drive-thru are upgrading to outdoor screens. Portrait-mode
menu boards are increasingly being added to the façades
of McDonalds, Burger King and Co.
The main challenge with (semi)outdoor installations are
not the sunlight-readable screens anymore but the enclosure design. Customers, specifier as well as many system
integrators are too often not familiar with the various IP-ratings, cooling technologies and cabinet options. In general,
the level of Ingress Protection (IP) defines certain minimum
design requirements.

IP5X protected outdoor solutions are usually the better
choice for standard climates like in Europe. Systems with
IP56 use direct air cooling with filter and fully protect from
particle ingress and powerful water jets (high pressure
cleaning). It is important to understand the different concepts of protection on component and cabinet level. While
some high brightness screens are IP68 protected – i.e. Dynascan – the rest of the components like media player, modem etc are not sufficiently protected if the housing isn’t IP
5x rated either.

The IP Code (EN 60529 / IEC 60529) classifies and rates the
degree of protection provided by mechanical casings and
electrical enclosures against intrusion, dust, accidental
contact, and water.

That becomes a serious threat especially for roadside installed touchpoints like at transit shelter, smart city or drive
thru. Diesel exhausts and salt in winter lead to corrosion inside the cabinet and on components less than two years in
operations. It is therefore highly recommended to focus on
cabinet IP-protection than on component level. In addition,
the integration of high-performance cooling filters i.e. from
Gore - enable practical maintenance-free operations.
Besides long-lasting cooling filters vandalism proof, non-reflective and if necessary, fingerprint-resistant glass solution
add readability and reliability to outdoor digital signage
systems.
In general, outdoor solutions for digital signage, DooH and
smart city which are not fully encapsulated (IP68) offer the
best price-performance ratio.
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NORDICS: FROM DIGITAL
SIGNAGE PIONEERS TO
TRAIL BLAZERS

C H A RT
NEXT
PAG E

THIRD LARGEST DIGITAL SIGNAGE MARKET (12% UNIT SHARE IN EMEA)
BEHIND DACH AND UK/IRELAND
TOP 5 DIGITAL SIGNAGE PLAYER LARGER THAN 10M EUR ANNUAL DIGITAL
SIGNAGE REVENUE
LEADING M&A IN EMEA

Scandinavia has been leading the digital signage industry
for many years. DS was born here over 30 years ago with
the launch of Scala in Norway. Till today – even Scala is
now part of US-based Stratacache - Scala still acts as a
full-service-integrator (FSI) at its birthplace in Oslo. But not
only digital signage roots back to the far north of Europe,
but also market consolidation started here first. The past
five years Scandinavia has developed to a textbook case of
Merger & Acquisitions (M&A).
Malmö based Zeta Display acquired more than a hand full
of competitors, building the leading digital signage pure
player in the region. But Zeta didn’t just focus on Sweden,
Norway and Finland but moved to the continent by acquiring the Dutch market leader and former KPN subsidiary
QYN. QYN will account for roughly a quarter of Zeta revenues in 2019.
Just across the city MultiQ consolidated the market by acquiring Danish Mermaid (which itself had taken over Norwegian Headline.TV before). MultiQ continues a unique
strategy in the market by not only offer full-service integration, DooH (inherited from Mermaid) but also a substantial
hardware business. MultiQ touch displays and terminals
are used by Ikea globally, Swedish lottery or on cruise ships.
Just recently Swedish CMS provider DISE was acquired by
Vertisite, another Swedish digital signage integrator active
in the region. The Full-Service integrator is proud to have
Volvo Cars as one of their flagship customers. Vertisite and
Visual Art are using only one CMS software while MultiQ and
especially Zeta own multiple CMS (became part of the port-

folio through acquisitions). Currently all are consolidating
on one future-proof CMS platform.
Stockholm-based Visual Art is a hybrid digital signage /
Dooh provider which outgrew the Scandinavian market
by establishing subsidiaries in Germany. VA expanded with
their main customer (Unibail Rodamco Westfield) in the
DooH space and McDonalds in classical digital signage.
End of 2018 Visual Art made the headlines by winning the
potentially lucrative mall signage deal of URW in Germany.
The Swedes have already a long-lasting business relationship with URW in the Nordics, making it easier for them to
beat Germany’s blue chip out of home player on their home
turf. Even the current network is still somewhat small, the
impact on the German market was quite severe.
Why is the Nordic region so active in M&A? A few factors
come into play:
Most of the acquiring market players are public traded
companies. Investors push for scale and market share.
The Nordics have always been very transparent, due
to a relatively small market.
The region is also been very tech-savy and open for
innovations - explaining why digital signage was
implemented in the region earlier than in the rest of
Europe
International expansion - digital signage integrators
are growing with their customers

The digital signage market in the Nordics is dominated
by a handful of large players and various smaller players.
Largest digital signage integrator is Zeta Display (EUR 35m),
followed by Visual Art (EUR 17m) and IT-Integrator ATEA
(EUR 17m). ATEA is far the largest company in the market
with EUR 3,5bn annual revenue. But only a fraction is digital
signage. ATEA follows an opportunistic approach to digital
signage, offering dozens of IT solutions with digital signage
being just one of them. This market approach is similar to
T-Systems (DE), BT (UK) or Kapsch (AT). All of them offer
and deliver digital signage to existing customers, usually
more as a IT/communication solution. Specific integration
and creative services are subcontracted to digital signage
pure players. Finnish Elisa Videra acted similarly in the past,
today it seems the main focus is collaboration and AV-solutions for Elisa customers.
MultiQ ranks 4th place in our invidis market overview followed by a surprising market player ITAB. The Swedish
shopfitter is one of the largest in Europe accounting for EUR
600m annual revenue in 2018. ITAB identified a large potential for digital in retail design and outfitting projects. In 2018
ITAB managed to achieve EUR 20m digital revenues, whereas approximately EUR 10m in the Nordics region. ITAB is
by far not the only shopfitter active in the digital signage
space. Austrian Umdasch just acquired one of Germany’s
leading digital signage integrator Gundlach Seen Media.
Quite a potential for shopfitters as digital enables them to
closer connect with retailers, achieve recurring revenues
and most important design and implement fully integrated, holistic retail concepts purely focusing on the customer.

Quo vadis Nordics? M&A will continue in the region, while
invidis consulting expects more EMEA-wide activities than
regional deals. The leading pure players in the Nordics will
continue to consolidate the industry regional and even
expand pan-European. In addition, continental digital signage players could nicely complement their existing portfolio with some Viking power.

DEFINITION
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Marktdefinition Nordics
The Nordics includes the four Scandinavian
countries Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden and the Baltic region. The Baltic countries
(Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania) are economically
very closely connected to Scandinavia). Many
of the retail chains, banks etc active in the Baltics are subsidiaries of Scandinavian businesses.
Ranking Digital Signage vs. DooH
The ranking considers only digital signage
revenues, as IT, Doo Hos shopfitting revenues
would distort the picture. It is very difficult to
track relevant digital signage revenues of market players like ATEA, we followed a bottom up
approach and estimated relevant revnues.
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PROJECT

FROM DIGITAL SIGNAGE PIONEERS TO TRAIL BLAZERS
NORTHERN EUROPE (SC ANDINAVIA AND BALTICS)
IN 1.0 0 0.0 0 0 EUROS

TOTAL
REVENUE
2018 IN EUR
(IN M)

RELEVANT
DIGITAL
REVENUE
TOTAL IN
EUR (IN M)

RELEVANT
DIGITAL SIGNAGE REVENUE
NORDICS IN
EUR (IN M)

COMPANY

COUNTRY

FOCUS

Zeta

Sweden

Full Service Integrator

40,4 €

40,4 €

34,70 €

Visual Art

Sweden

Full Service Integrator
& DooH

34,8 €

34,8 €

17,40 €

ATEA

Nordic

IT Integrator

3.470,9 €

17,4 €

17,35 €

MultiQ

Sweden

Full Service Integrator

15,7 €

15,7 €

16, 00 €

ITAB

Sweden

Shopfitter

603,1 €

20,0 €

10,00 €

AdCityMedia

Sweden

DooH

17,6 €

17,6 €

5,28 €

Vertisite

Sweden

Full Service Integrator

6,0 €

6,0 €

4,70 €

Craneworks

Finland

Full Service Integrator

4,0 €

4,0 €

3,96 €

DataBeat

Norway

Software

2,8 €

2,8 €

2,80 €

SmartSign

Sweden

Software

2,6 €

2,6 €

2,63 €

LCD Media

Denmark

Full Service Integrator

2,3 €

2,3 €

2,32 €

First View

Finland

Software

2,0 €

2,0 €

2,04 €

Scala Nordic AS

Norway

Full Service Integrator
& Software

2,0 €

2,0 €

1,98 €

Leeroy

Sweden

POS ERP

5,8 €

5,8 €

1,75 €

Elisa Videra

Finland

Full Service Integrator

3,0 €

3,0 €

3,00 €

Sofia Digital

Finland

Software

1,4 €

1,4 €

1,40 €

Digital Promotion Scandinavia

Norway

Software

1,4 €

1,4 €

1,36 €

Eurosec

Finland

Full Service Integrator

4,0 €

1,0 €

1,00 €

SnorreData

Norway

Software

4,8 €

4,8€

0,96 €

Shoppa

Sweden

Full Service Integrator

2,8 €

2,8 €

0,85 €

Media Connect

Denmark

Software

0,8 €

0,8 €

0,83 €

Spot Production

Denmark

Full Service Integrator

0,7 €

0,7 €

0,69 €

Combine

Denmark

Full Service Integrator
& Software

2,4 €

2,4 €

0,48 €

SignageView

Finland

Full Service Integrator

0,5 €

0,5 €

0,46 €

MariElla Labels
Only

Finland

ESL

0,4 €

0,4 €

0,40 €

Instore Media

Sweden

Full Service Integrator

0,4 €

0,4 €

0,40 €

Valota

Finland

Software

0,3 €

0,3 €

0,25 €

* includes Content, Hardware, Consulting, Media
Remark: Data is based on company information or invidis consulting / Yearbook Advisory Board.
invidis changed the system of tracking digital signage licenses in 2015/2016 and changed scope of „Others“
Source: invidis consulting GmbH, „invidis Digital Signage Yearbook 2018/19“ and Futuresource

PROJECT

BRASS & ART NOUVEAU

RETAINING THE HISTORICAL BUILDING YET MOVE IT INTO THE
FUTURE WAS THE MISSION IN THIS PROJECT. THE DIGITIZATION
OF THE TRADITIONAL ART NOUVEAU DEPARTMENT STORE
NORDISKA KOMPANIET (NK) IN STOCKHOLM REQUIRED
EXCELLENCE IN INTEGRATION – INCLUDING UNUSUAL SCREENS
NK has always been an innovative department store, located in downtown Stockholm. Sweden's first escalator went
into operation here many decades ago. The historic Art
Nouveau building need to be digitized in a very special and
tasteful way.

concepts was placed at strategic and high-frequency points
in the department store. Next to elevators, escalators, entrances and passageways – more than 70 displays were installed to cover all relevant touchpoints inside the department store.

The Stockholm luxury department store Nordiska Kompaniet has been the first business and cultural address in
the Swedish capital for locals and tourists since 1915. The
flagship store looks back on more than a hundred years of
history: listed classical architecture with marble and brass,
impressive room heights. Not the easiest place for a digital
signage retrofit.

To maintain the architectural and luxurious style of NK's
flagship store, the digital signage housings were designed
in close collaboration with NK's architects and marketing
team, using exclusive handcrafted materials. The displays
are framed in brass and attached - at least visually - to a
band of ecological tanned leather from Tärnsjö, Sweden.

Full service integrator Visual Art developed a customized digital signage concept. The solution was built
on two channels at the PoS: Floor directories / way guiding and promotion. A combination of the two touchpoint

Visual Art is also responsible for the content concept, templates and content, which are strictly aligned with NK's
brand identity. The digital signage content is managed via
the in-house Visual Art CMS.
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THE DIGITAL
SIGNAGE MARKET
DACH-DIGITAL SIGNAGE MARKET GREW BY 14% IN 2018, MAINLY DRIVEN BY STRONG DEMAND
FOR DISPLAYS AND LED  
INTERACTIVE DISPLAY SOLUTIONS IN CORPORATE AND EDUCATION MAIN DRIVER IN DEMAND,
LACKLUSTER RETAIL
GREAT DYNAMIC THROUGH MARKET ENTRY OF NEW BREED OF INTEGRATORS AND INCREASING
CONSOLIDATION IN DS-SECTOR
MARKET
Digital Signage 2018 was dominated by European consolidation, new market entries, emergence of LED-projects and
changing customer demand. In contrast to recent years
education and corporate projects accounted for a considerable growth, while growth of the longtime driver retail
started to slow down. Retail still accounts for the majority
of all projects, but retail’s share of the overall digital signage
market seemed to plateau.
This will continue in 2019/20 as a boom triggered by a
School Digitalization Program financed by German federal
budgets. A larger chunk of the proceeds of the 5G auction
(6bn EUR) is supposed to be spent on digitally upgrading
Germany’s more than 33.000 public schools. Digital Whiteboards, interactive screens and information displays are
supposed to be installed across the country for more than
1bn EUR. It remains to be seen how much really ends up
with digital signage, but first major orders are advised for
Q4 2019.
Typical digital signage projects in retail have developed in
either digital poster or very sophisticated concepts. With
IoT, AI and sensors widely available, digital retail concepts
are becoming more sophisticated. While data driven content has become the norm, sensor-based collection of data
at the touchpoint and in the surrounding are relatively
new. Interaction are not just triggered with touchscreens
but also with sensors, cameras and increasingly also voice.
Conversational Commerce via Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant or Apple Siri are moving from home to public spaces
and the point of sale.

Assisted Selling or Guided Selling enabled by recommendation engines are must-have features in most hip digital
retail concepts. Digital Signage plays an important role as
retailer prefer to communicate via controlled platforms (i.e.
screens) instead of mobile phones. But it remains a fine
line between personalized communication and privacy
concerns. Technology is usually not the limit while cultural
acceptance defines limits.
The megatrend influencing many digital signage concepts
is customer centricity. A formal approach to customer-focused marketing, providing a demand/customer centric
version alternative SIVA (Solution, Information, Value, Access) to the well-known 4Ps supply side model (product,
price, place, promotion). Digital Signage is ideal as it provides consumers a solution, provides information, adds value to the journey and enables consumer to access products
and services not physically available at the PoS.
Most digital signage concepts are designed – unfortunately
not necessarily budgeted – for group-wide global rollouts.
Integrators only seldom still need to convince potential
customers of the benefits of digital signage. Today most
discussions revolve around which role digital signage can
play along the customer journey and how it integrates
seamlessly with other channels, media or platforms. It’s not
a silo exercise anymore but increasing connectivity drives
complexity and initial costs.

INTEGRATORS
The Digital Signage integration market is consolidating.
Larger player start to dominate the market of pure-play digital signage. The Top 10 integrator in DACH account for 70%
of the DACH digital signage market for classic concepts,
while only accounting for 37% of the total digital signage
market. The difference being corporate, education and
smaller projects which often don’t require complex and
recurring software, maintenance and service contracts or
fully integrated concepts with digital signage playing only
a minor role. A typical example are can be retail projects
designed and deployed by shopfitter. They often include
some form of digital poster / signage but are not (i.e. memory stick) or not fully connected to backend systems.
Nonetheless seven of the Top 10 integrators in DACH are
designated retail specialists. The Top 3 are all part of larger
corporations with more than 500m EUR annual revenue.
Umdasch Digital is new in the Top list since the acquisition
of Gundlach Seen Media at the end of 2018.
A considerable part of the market remains intransparent
lead by global provider of IT-solutions (Atos, IBM, T-Systems), Telco (BT, Telefonica) and Professional Service
organizations (i.e. Accenture Digital, Deloitte Digital). In
general, the global players offer digital signage as just one
of hundreds of services – mostly opportunistic to existing
customers. But projects deployed are usually large and of
great visibility.

A relatively new development are second tier integrators.
Digital Signage experts like Nordland or BenHur focus on
providing technical integration services to customers directly but also for competitors as a kind of white label
service. The advantage is a clear focus on technology, deployment and service while only partially participating in
the tedious and time-consuming work of large tenders.
The opportunities for second tier integrators are growing as
global professional service organizations win large tenders
but often lacking the details of digital signage. IT- and Leasing provider like Econocom don’t play a leading role yet in
the DACH region. In contrast to other European markets like
Spain or France where Econocom owns the customer lead
and operates as an integrator.
Pan-European market consolidation is picking up speed. La
Coruna based Trison made headlines by acquiring market
leading integrators in France and UK. Malmö-based Zeta
Display actively consolidated the Nordic digital signage
market and started expanding to Western Europe by acquiring Netherland-based QYN. The most prominent consolidator remains Dayton/Ohio-based Stratacache with a
growing global footprint. While acquisitions in North America and Asia are frequent, transactions in Europe remain
still limited.
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Besides the integrator market software has been the most
disrupted sector in digital signage. On the entry level side
dozens of new simple signage solutions are flooding the
market while on the feature-rich side full-blown multi-channel digital experience platforms (DXP) challenge single play
digital signage CMS solutions.
As with most other markets demand is shifting towards
easy to integrate digital poster solutions and full-blown experience platforms. Most digital signage CMS vendors are
caught in the middle and struggle to successfully position
themselves. New tenders are increasingly awarded to vendors at both ends of the spectrum.
Digital Poster CMS are powerful enough to manage large
display networks and usually offer a wide range of APIs for
data driven concepts. Average monthly subscription fees
are often below 20 Euros, sometimes even considerably
less if limited feature sets suffice. A new breed of digital signage simple signage vendors bundles their software offering with a non-Windows media player appliance (i.e. Linux,
Android, Raspberry Pi).
These offerings pose a considerable challenge for established system integrators, as they don’t own a CMS platform and struggle to offer entry-level services. All-in-one
CMS offerings are struggling to stay competitive: the only
way out is reducing license / subscriptions fee to a in a
midterm non-sustainable level. In general software license
business seduces to sell below full cost, enabling vendors

DS-MARKET

short term wins but considerably hurting the bottom line.
Probably half of the digital signage CMS vendors active five
years ago have either left the market or haven’t won any
considerable tenders recently.
The potential in the entry level (aka simple signage, digital
poster) sector is large and the fastest growing in the digital signage market. Digital poster touchpoints make up already the majority of all newly deployed projects.
At the high-end level integrators aim for ambitious scalable projects like flagship stores, brand center, luxury retail
and demanding lighthouse installations (i.e. museums, data-driven dashboard video-walls). Experience, concept and
technical design are complex and standard software suites
are usually complemented with a wide breadth of customized coding. Connecting multiple data sources require
deep knowledge of the content management platform and
of existing customer backend systems. Sometimes external
systems like digital experience platforms (DXP) or ERP/CRM
solutions take over typical tasks of digital signage CMS.
Tasks remaining with the digital signage platform are sometime limited to playout and device management while data
driven content creation and scheduling is management
by powerful enterprise solutions. Solutions becoming
more relevant in projects are Adobe Experience Cloud or
the Salesforce platform. Customer data, media assets and
campaigns are connected and created in real-time for multiple platforms (online, mobile, social and digital signage).
Only larger, well experienced digital signage software vendors will be able to compete in these fast-changing projects
with international scope and multiple stakeholders. Some
digital signage ISV aim to develop a smaller version of DXP:
digital signage experience platforms are their answer to the
emergence of Adobe, Salesforce and Co.
Especially large corporate communication projects tend to
use a third form of digital signage CMS. Typically, corporate
projects with a few thousand digital information boards deployed across offices worldwide. Often these projects are
realized by incumbent IT-integrator not too familiar with
digital signage. The concept and content design are com-

parable simple as they are often based on SoC-platforms
like Samsung Tizen and fed with intranet content. A perfect
setup for display OEM solutions like Samsung’s MagicInfo
Pro which offers a low lifetime license fee. Independent
software vendors are often not able to compete as margins
are moved from software to hardware.
Very specific software solutions are DooH-solutions. Formerly limited to creating playlists and managing playouts,
todays DooH solutions require much more. Similar to
DXPs, DooH solutions are increasingly dominated by pro-

grammatic platforms. Global DooH software market leader
Broadsign has responded in 2018 to changing industry requirements and acquired the OoH-ERP platform Ayuda and
additional complementing solutions. Today Broadsign offers almost and end-to-end platform for the DooH industry.
adsign eine umfassende Plattform für die DooH-Branche.
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MEDIA PLAYER AND THE
ROLE OF PLATFORMS
	
THE MEDIA PLAYER MARKET 2018 WAS DOMINATED BY LIMITED AVAILABILITY OF INTEL CPUS. THAT IS
THE REASON WHY MARKET SHARES HAVE SHIFTED IN THE LAST YEAR TOWARDS APPLIANCES, SOC AND
OTHER NON-WINDOWS ALTERNATIVES. MEDIA PLAYER DISTRIBUTOR LIKE MUNICH-BASED CONCEPT
EXPECTS AVAILABILITY OF INTEL SILICON TO BE BACK TO NORMAL IN 2019 AS WELL AS SOME RELIEF
WITH THE LAUNCH OF NEW AMD-BASED ALTERNATIVES

In general OEM-platforms gain traction also in the digital
signage market. A short look into the consumer TV sector
shows how the power of platforms has changed the CE
industry. Full HD displays have become commodity basically offering identical features and quality. Differentiation
comes mainly through the software / media player features
e.g. Sony and Samsung offer quite similar hardware, but
the Samsung Tizen platforms and app store is far superior to Sony’s. Once clients are used to a platform, they are
more likely to remain in the ecosystem.
For digital signage that translates in a rising importance
of SoC platforms (Samsung Tizen, LG WebOS and various
android based platforms of NEC, Philips and others). Samsung and LG have great advantages as their digital signage
platforms are based on their consumer TV platform, while
NEC or Philips are lacking the scale of a large installed base.
Even the commercial services and apps differ substantially
from consumer TV apps, the Korean display OEMs also benefit from scales of economy and established ecosystems in
B2B use-cases like digital signage.
Display OEMs push their respective platforms to strategically lock-in customers. Once a network runs on Tizen it
becomes costly to switch hardware to a different OEM. Obviously the lock-in is limited if the customers chooses a CMS
from an independent ISV able to run on various platforms
(OS-agnostic)

CABINETS & DISPLAY MOUNTS
Every year invidis focuses on an additional segment / supplier category in the digital signage industry. This year we
have analyzed the display mount and cabinet market. To
no surprise the market for mounts, kiosk, totems is very
intransparent. Dozens of market players offer similar AV/
digital signage solutions. Many of the deployed display
mounting solutions are either custom-made, supermarket
no-name mounts or screens are screwed directly to the
shopfitting element without any brackets.
Looking at LED-solutions, the market becomes even more
complicated. Almost all LED-screens are mounted to customized structures. This will change in the future when
more and more standardized LED-Solutions like Samsung
The Wall are installed.
The Top 5 Suppliers of digital signage mounting solutions
in EMEA account for approx. 100m EUR
1. Legrand (Chief)
2. Peerless-AV
3. Vogels Schnepel
4. Hagor
5. SMS
Smaller Brands
B-Tech
Unicol
Cabinets and Totems
Peta
Vangenhassend
Werkstation

The cabinet and totem market is even more fragmented.
Here the customer usually specifies an exterior design, the
integrator specifies the technical design and components
and metal-working specialists are building the cabinets.
Every attempt by suppliers to standardize totems and cabinets failed. The desire for individual design is much larger
than economies of scale.
VISUALS
The visual market remains the most transparent of all digital signage supplies. The top 3 player leading in EMEA are
Samsung, LG and NEC followed by second-tier supplier like
Philips, Panasonic, Sharp and others.

2018 was dominated by the emergence of collaboration
and interactive solutions, mainly deployed in education
and corporate projects. Samsung’s The Flip was the product of the year, successfully establishing a new product
category “digital flipchart”. In addition, new concepts like
digital A-frames gained traction.
In 2019 high brightness displays – single and double-sided
– are almost commodity. Otherwise new innovations in the
display market remained rare. LED and – quite surprisingly - projection are the new innovative technologies in the
industry. LED fine pixel pitch, Chip-on-Board and Micro/
Mini-LED are the most talked about innovations. While laser-based Ultra Short Throw (UST) projection offers many
possibilities to be digital without appearing digital.
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DACH TOP 35

RANKING

DACH TOP 35

DIGITAL-SIGNAGE-INTEGR ATORS 2018

DIGITAL-SIGNAGE-INTEGR ATORS 2018

R ANKED BY TURNOVER

R ANKED BY TURNOVER

COMPANY

COUNTRY

CATEGORY*

TURNOVER
IN mEUR

RANKING

COMPANY

COUNTRY

CATEGORY *

TURNOVER
IN mEUR

1

Cancom

DE

TSI

30 – 50

24

Acer Being Signage

DE

FSI

2,5 – 5,0

2

xplace

DE

TSI

20 – 30

25

Nexgen Smart

DE

FSI

1,0 – 2,5

3

Umdasch Digital (incl. Seen Media)

AT

FSI

10 – 20

26

easescreen

AT

SW

1,0 – 2,5

4

JLS

CH

FSI

10 – 20

27

Media – Nel

DE

TSI

1,0 – 2,5

5

Radio P.O.S.

DE

FSI

10 – 20

28

Peakmedia

AT

FSI

1,0 – 2,5

6

ICT AG

DE

TSI

10 – 20

29

MDT

DE

SW

1,0 – 2,5

7

Heineking Media

DE

TSI

10 – 20

30

MuSe Content

DE

FSI

1,0 – 2,5

8

Stratacache (excl. Scala sales)

DE

TSI

5,0 – 10

31

eyefactive

DE

SW

1,0 – 2,5

9

PMS Perfect Media Solution

DE

TSI

5,0 – 10

32

Dimedis

DE

SW

1,0 – 2,5

10

Nordland Systems

DE

TSI

5,0 – 10

33

Engram

DE

TSI

1,0 – 2,5

11

Kapsch BusinessCom AG

AT

TSI

2,5 – 5,0

34

Alphadisplay

DE

FSI

1,0 – 2,5

12

DE

FSI

2,5 – 5,0

35

Visual Art

DE

FSI

1,0 – 2,5

AT

FSI

2,5 – 5,0

14

komma,tec redaction
DMS Digitale Medien Systeme
GmbH
Kilchenmann

CH

TSI

2,5 – 5,0

Global Player (IT, Telco, Prof.
Services)

DE

TSI

50 – 100

15

Richnerstutz AG (netvico)

CH

FSI

2,5 – 5,0

16

Screenfood

CH

FSI

2,5 – 5,0

17

Grassfish

AT

SW

2,5 – 5,0

18

feratel media technologies AG

AT

FSI

2,5 – 5,0

19

BenHur

DE

TSI

2,5 – 5,0

DIGITAL-SIGNAGE-INTEGR ATORS 2018

20

Videro

DE

TSI

2,5 – 5,0

R ANKED BY TURNOVER

21

Tennagels Medientechnik

DE

TSI

2,5 – 5,0

13

22

echion Corporate Communication

DE

FSI

2,5 – 5,0

23

Albert Bauer Companies

DE

FSI

2,5 – 5,0

*TSI: Technical Service Integrator; FSI: Full Solution Integrator
Remark: Data is based on company information or invidis consulting / Yearbook Advisory Board.
Source: invidis consulting GmbH, „invidis Digital Signage Yearbook 2019/20“

GERMANY TOP 3

RANKING

COMPANY

CATEGORY *

TURNOVER
IN mEUR

1

Cancom

TSI

30 – 50

2

xplace

TSI

20 – 30

3

Radio P.O.S.

FSI

10 – 20
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AUSTRIA TOP 3

RANKING

DACH TOP 10

DIGITAL-SIGNAGE-INTEGR ATORS 2018

DIGITAL-SIGNAGE-DISTRIBUTORS 2018

R ANKED BY TURNOVER

R ANKED BY TURNOVER

COMPANY

CATEGORY*

TURNOVER
IN mEUR

RANKING

COMPANY

FOCUS

TURNOVER
IN mEUR

1

Kapsch BusinessCom AG

TSI

2,5 – 5,0

1

Ingram Micro

IT & AV

100+

2

DMS Digitale Medien Systeme GmbH

FSI

2,5 – 5,0

2

Also

IT & AV

100+

3

feratel media technologies AG

FSI

2,5 – 5,0

3

Tech Data

IT & AV

50 – 100

4

Midwich Gruppe (a.o. Kern & Stelly)

AV

20 – 50

5

Delo

AV

20 – 50

SWISS TOP 3

6

ITZ

AV

20 – 50

DIGITAL-SIGNAGE-INTEGR ATORS 2018

7

Littlebit

AV

5,0 – 10

R ANKED BY TURNOVER

8

Concept Intl

Media Player

5,0 – 10

9

Panatronic

AV

2,5 – 5,0

10

Inonet

Media Player

1,0 – 2,5

RANKING

COMPANY

CATEGORY*

TURNOVER
IN mEUR

1

JLS

CH

10 – 20

2

Kilchenmann

CH

2,5 – 5,0

3

Screenfood

CH

2,5 – 5,0

* Digital Signage revenues estimated

EUROPE TOP 3

RANKING

TOP 3

DIGITAL-SIGNAGE-INTEGR ATORS 2018

DISPL AY-SUPPLIER EMEA 2018

R ANKED BY TURNOVER

BY PERCENTAGE

COMPANY

CATEGORY*

TURNOVER
IN mEUR

RANKING

COMPANY

2016

2017

2018

1

Trison

ES

50 – 100

1

Samsung

39 %

37 %

36 %

2

Zeta Display

SE

20 – 50

2

LG

13 %

17 %

16 %

3

Stratacache (Europe)

NL

20 – 50

3

NEC

11 %

11 %

9%

Andere

37 %

36 %

39 %

* TSI: Technical Service Integrator; FSI: Full Solution Integrator
Remark: Data is based on company information or invidis consulting / Yearbook Advisory Board.
Source: invidis consulting GmbH, „invidis Digital Signage Yearbook 2019/20“
* Only Large Format Displays > 32", no LED, no projectors
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TOP 25

SOFT WARE SUPPLIER 2018
R ANKED BY ACTIVE LICENSES

RANKING

SUPPLIER

AKTIVE LICENSES
2018 (IN 1.000)

1

mdt Medientechnik GmbH

50 – 100

2

Grassfish Marketing Technologies GmbH

50 – 100

3

Pichler Medientechnik e.U. / easescreen

25 – 50

4

Scala BV

25 – 50

5

PMS

25 – 50

6

Online Software AG

25 – 50

7

heinekingmedia

25 – 50

8

BroadSign International (inkl Ayuda)

15 – 20

9

screenFOOD AG

20 – 25

10

Radio POS

20 – 25

11

komma,tec redaction GmbH

15 – 20

12

~sedna Gmbh

15 – 20

13

SalesTV GmbH

7,5 – 10

14

dimedis Gmbh

7,5 – 10

15

STiNO GmbH

7,5 – 10

16

Videro AG

7,5 – 10

17

Net Display Systems (Deutschland) GmbH

7,5 – 10

18

Navori SA

7,5 – 10

19

BrightSign, LLC

7,5 – 10

20

engram GmbH

5 – 7,5

21

netscreens digitale Schaufenster GmbH

5 – 7,5

22

netvico GmbH

5 – 7,5

23

Cittadino GmbH

5 – 7,5

24

SpinetiX

5 – 7,5

25

MultiQ

5 – 7,5

Samsung Electronics GmbH (MagicInfo Pro)*

25 – 50

* Samsung MagicInfo Pro only lifetime-licence, recurring revenues only via services of partners

Y E A R B O O K
2019

/

DOOH

202 0

D I G I TA L- O U T- O F - H O M E

D I G I TA L- O U T- O F - H O M E

GROWING ADVERTISING REVENUES DRIVE ABOVE MARKET GROWTH FOR DOOH  
GOLDBACH GERMANY WINS MAJOR TENDERS, 7SCREEN DEPARTS MARKET

GAINING TRACTION

VISUAL ART ENTERS THE GERMAN MARKET

Germany experienced a positive development in digital
outdoor advertising in the beginning of 2019 after a difficult
2018. This is confirmed by the latest Nielsen market data: In
the first quarter of 2019, every third euro spent on outdoor
advertising was spent in DooH. In the first four months of
2019, advertisers invested a total of around 7.2 billion euros
in Germany. Of these gross advertising spendings, 502 million euros were spent on total outdoor advertising. At 351
million euros, around 7 million more was spent on classic
out-of-home advertising in 2019. But the share of digitalout-of-home advertising rose from 118 million euros to 150
million euros in the same period, DooH gaining share of
OoH. Industry observers also expect above-average growth
in advertising spending for the current year.

Market leader Ströer focuses its DooH expansion almost
solely on the German home market. In addition to new
locations, Ströer also increase in the number of screens
at existing locations in some networks. Examples are the
transportation networks around public transport: Public
video at stations and underground stations. Störer Station Video grew year-on-year more than 15% in 2019 from
1,301 to 1,500 Large Format Displays (LCD) at 175 locations
throughout Germany. The cross-track projection network
Infoscreen grew from 502 screens to 630 while the public
display network grew to 2,130 public video touchpoints in
train and underground stations. For the first time Ströer
has passed the threshold of 100 active stations. In mid 2019
Ströer operated at 110 underground stations instead of 98.

Advertising budgets are funneled into digital campaigns
on screens that reach consumers at various public touchpoints. DooH networks in classic retail, airport advertising,
screens at train stations, but also in waiting rooms or office
buildings: DooH campaigns are increasingly booked and
played out automatically while pricing predominantly remains a manual task. In addition to a rise in media spending, the industry itself is investing heavily in new networks.

However, not all networks expanded at Ströer’s large Dooh
portfolio. Public Video Mall network reduced by 300 displays to 2,220 screens in more than 100 shopping centers.
A few non-ECE malls changed to Visual Art which entered
the German market in the beginning of 2019. You can find
out more about these changes in the magazine on page XX.
With an early focus on DooH and exclusive contracts, Ströer
operates and markets 4,350 screens exclusively in its two
large networks alone. In addition, Ströer has mostly exclusive access to a few 10,000’s of DooH screens of numerous
other networks. Mainly through its recently acquired subsidiaries Neo Advertising Germany and United Ambient
Media (UAM).

The figures collected by invidis show: Smaller networks
and large outdoor advertisers have invested and are now
market more screens in their networks. By the cut-off date
at the beginning of June 2019, most of the major networks
in Germany had grown. A look across the industry shows
that besides considerable expansion of large networks,
a few media owners scale back on locations and screens.
The bottom line, however, is that DooH remains what it has
been so far: a large growth market.
WallDecaux is a great example of DooH expansion. The subsidiary of the world's largest outdoor advertiser JCDecaux
operates 472 digital screens across five larger networks at
a total of 384 locations. Compared to last year, WallDecaux
has thus expanded its digital offering noticeably from 343
screens in four networks. Most of the digital solutions marketed by WallDecaux are roadside LED-screens. LCD-based
installations or even projection plays only a minor role.

The German market is dominated by WallDecaux and
Ströer – the world’s leading Out-of-Home media owner and
a very established digital multi-channel expert in its home
market. Both operate and market media networks with
long-running lucrative contracts
But smaller players have also strengthened their position
in the past twelve to 15 months. Goldbach Germany in
particular was able to grow above average in the German
DooH market. The DooH sales house stirred up the market
of digital airport advertising and DooH Highway, among
others. In 2019 Goldbach Germany took over the exclusive
mandate for Cittadino’s Highway and airport DooH net-

GAINING TRACTION
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works. The previous budget holder 7Screen lost the tender
to Goldbach Germany and ultimately stopped their DooH
activities in Europe’s largest economy.
With the recent wins Goldbach in Germany has climbed to
the no. 2 spot in the national DooH market in Germany. The
DooH networks of Cittadino, a wholly owned subsidiary of
the Tank & Rast Group, account for more than 240 million
advertising contacts per month throughout Germany. The
newly won sales mandates add more than 9,000 screens to
the portfolio, primarily rest stops on motorways, but also at
airports, smaller shopping centers and in city centers.
With this strong growth, Goldbach is committed to its strategy of being able to offer digital advertising channels and
programmatic offerings in all three DACH markets. Goldbach has managed to further adjust its strategy in all three
countries.
A new market entry was Stockholm-based Visual Art. The
DooH experts are well established in the Nordics for many
years, holding exclusive advertising rights for all Swedish train stations as well as all Unibail Rodamco Westfield
(URW) malls in Scandinavia. URW tendered the rights for
their German malls – formerly known as MfI – in 2018. The
contract was awarded to Visual Art which started immediately to build up their own DooH network. For the time
being the network includes only a little more than a dozen
malls but including Germany’s largest Centro in Oberhausen. Visual Art plans to expand further in Germany to establish a nationwide network and better compete with market
leader Ströer.
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RISING DOOH STAR:

GOLDBACH

ACQUIRED BY A LARGE SWISS MEDIA HOUSE AND WINNING IMPORTANT TENDERS: GOLDBACH
GERMANY SHINES WITH DYNAMIC AND ABOVE AVERAGE GROWTH
COMPANY IS TRANSFORMING FORM INDEPENDENT SALESHOUSE TO A NETWORK OPERATOR

The rising star of 2018 in DooH was without a doubt Goldbach Germany. Risen from the ashes the sales house
became the second largest DooH marketer in Germany
after Ströer and before JC Decaux. At last Goldbach has
achieved the rank of a leading DooH sales house also in
Germany. Finally, Goldbach Germany now also holds the
status of a relevant force in the market, a status long held
in Austria and Switzerland.
Within twelve months, the number of offered DooH
screens increased from 1,513 to 11,228 in 2019. This corresponds to a growth of more than 740%. The numbers show
that Goldbach is serious about DooH. The most prominent
new networks and mandates all came from 7Screen. Since
May 2019, Claudia Zayer, the new unit head DooH, has also
been responsible for this integration and the further development of Goldbach’s programmatic offering.
Tank & Rast Autobahn Channel (more than 3.500 screens

without Sanifair) and the former Cittadino Airport Channel (865 displays) were added to the portfolio of Goldbach
Germany.
Goldbach is one of the leading DooH marketers in the
DACH region alongside the two JCDecaux majority shareholdings APG (Switzerland) and Gewista (Austria) and
Ströer. Its special role in the market is part of Goldbach’s
DNA, as the independent sales house was founded by Germany’s largest private TV groups RTL and P7S1 to provide
advertising sales in Austria and Switzerland. In addition to
private TV, radio (Switzerland) and online, Goldbach also
started selling digital-out-of-home from an early stage. In
both markets Goldbach soon established as the leading
DooH sales platform besides the large OOH media owner.
At the beginning Goldbach took over the role of the "young
David". Goldbach consolidated sales of many smaller networks and rapidly grew into the DooH counterweight to

the Out-of-Home Goliaths APG, Clear Channel or Gewista.
In the meantime, DooH-sales in Switzerland was more
or less divided between two sides, on the one hand APG
and on the other Goldbach's consolidated networks. A
few independets remained like Neo Advertising or Swiss
Post. But Goldbach was driving the market by building
visibility and acceptance for DooH in a very competitive
multi-channel advertising market. In recent years, DooH
sales at Goldbach reached a growth limit, as the respective heavyweights APG and Gewista increasingly invested
into digital.
Quite remarkedly, Goldbach flipped the long established
DooH strategy in 2018. Until then, Goldbach had always
been completely independent. As a sales house Goldbach acted as the agnostic partner for media owner. The
change came when Goldbach transformed to a media
owner by winning the tender for a few shopping centers in

Zurich and Eastern Switzerland. Today Goldbach acts as a
sales house for many media owner but also invests in its
own DooH-networks marking the beginning of a new era.
In the online market Goldbach faced increasing competition by the Global heavyweights Google, Facebook an Co
but also from a homegrown sales house Admeira. Publicly traded Goldbach started looking for a new partner and
eventually found one. Shortly before Christmas 2017 Tamedia and Goldbach announced the merger of Goldbach
and one of Switzerlands largest media houses Tamedia.
Tamedia had just acquired the majority of Geneva based
Neo Advertising before of acquiring Goldbach. After receiving regulatory approval Tamedia started to integrate two
of Switzerland’s most important DooH market players.
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7SCREEN LEAVES AS
EL CARTEL MEDIA JOINS
THE MARKET
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PASSENGER TV NETWORKS GROWTH WITH REGIONAL NETWORKS
MUNICH’S TRANSIT DOOH GROWS DRIVEN BY EXISTING NETWORK AND A NEW MARKET ENTRY
SMALL SPECIALISTS DOMINATE THE MARKET IN DACH, BUT MARKET ENTRY OF A TOP OUTDOOR
ADVERTISER COULD BE IMMINENT IN GERMANY

GOLDBACH WINS BIG
TV BROADCASTING GROUP PROSIEBENSAT.1 WITHDRAWS FROM DOOH WHILE FELLOW
BROADCASTER RTL II ENTERS THE DOOH MARKET

One down, one up: exciting times in the German digital
out of home market as the industry remains in motion. In
contrast to the two heavyweight media owner Ströer and
WallDecaux, names of sales houses are changing rapidly.
7Screen departed the market while fellow TV marketer El
Cartel Media joined the growing list of DooH sales agent.
At the beginning of 2019, 7Screen, the DooH specialist of
the TV group ProSiebenSat.1, couldn’t defend its largest client in an open tender. As Cittadino/Tank&Rast accounted
for 80% of 7Screen’s revenue and key personnel jumped
ship, the 2016 founded company decided to withdraw from
the DooH market.
The DooH networks of the wholly owned subsidiary of the
Tank & Rast Group reach more than 240 million contacts
per month throughout Germany. The tender included more
than 9,000 screens primarily on motorways, but also at airports, shopping centers and in city centers. The account
was awarded to Goldbach Germany.

After three years in the market, 7Screen was buried - the
second attempt for ProSiebenSat.1 in DooH market. Shortly thereafter, second tier TV broadcaster RTL II and its sales
agent El Cartel Media appeared on the DooH stage and
signed an agreement with McFit gyms. The national discount gym chain operates sports studios nationwide including around 1,600 screens and more than 230 "Cyberobics screens" as well as ambient media in 163 McFit studios
across Germany. The broadcasting group has thus established a foothold with a small and specialized network.
More and more special networks can be found in the German digital-out-of-home market. The diversity ranges from
the profitable healthcare sector to the constantly growing
roadside LED installations - here primarily by Störer - in
medium-sized cities, to networks in office buildings. This
is also recognized by companies outside the industry. Lift
and escalator specialist Schindler started offering advertising on its Doorshow projection screens. A network of 146
elevators at 49 locations. It remains to be seen how successful the new network will be. Media sales are also with
Goldbach Germany.

The transit environment is made for DooH – masses of
consumers use public transportation spending hours every
week in stations, on platforms or inside trains. Dwell high
is particular high inside trains, an excellent opportunity for
passenger TV operator. The networks provide a mix of information, news, and advertising. Anyone sitting on a train
travelling through tunnels like to look at dynamic content
provided by DooH screens. Rolling stock based DooH is
particularly successful in large cities – offering a huge and
attractive audience to DooH advertisers.
mcR&D GmbH which operates "Berliner Fenster" and
"Münchner Fenster", has been in business in Germany for
a long time. The top dog in passenger TV markets 7,717
screens in 1,916 suburban and underground trains throughout Germany. In Berlin alone, mcR&D operates 3,768 displays installed on 1,106 trains. The small ceiling mounted
screens reach 2.02 million gross contacts daily. Recently
real-time traffic information has been added to the content
loop of the double displays in the German capital. Now
commuters in Berlin can get real-time information about
connecting trains, busses and trams. The new system operates without any additional technical infrastructure via
a mobility cloud solution that was specially developed for
passenger real-time data in Berlin. In Munich, mcR&D’s second largest network, 1,202 screens are currently being marketed. In the previous yearbook, another number was given
due to a printing error. The operator is already planning a
noticeable expansion of this network.
But that's not all: the DooH industry expects a new passenger TV contract to be awarded by the state-owned Bayerische Eisenbahngesellschaft (BEG) at the end of 2019. The
new tender will cover all S-Bahn trains in Munich and surrounding, either ideally complementing or competing with
the incumbent mcR&D network. All S-Bahn trains in Munich
are currently fitted with more than 4,000 bar type screens.
Interest in the tender seems to be big, as according to industry rumors many larger Dooh players are bidding for the
long-running contract. The tender is also quite attractive
as screens are already installed. Hopefully we can report in
the 2021 edition of the yearbook about the new DooH network. 		

Passenger TV is not only growing in larger cities but also
smaller networks adding screens to existing rolling stock
and new builds. The local transport operators in Hanover,
üstra, expanded their DooH network in recent months. The
network has grown from 195 trams and 1,066 screens in
2018 to 1,334 screens in 262 trains today. Marketing is handled by üstra's subsidiary X City Marketing in a joint venture
with Ströer.
In Switzerland, livesystems is the market leader with its
passenger tv network. Over 4,700 screens in over 2,700
public transport trains, busses and trams are in operation
throughout Switzerland. The majority of the contracts include advertising rights for existing passenger information
screens. Livesystems reaches 1.4 million passengers daily.
As with the German specialist mcR&D, livesystems relies
heavily on dedicated content produced in cooperation with
other relevant news sources complementing advertising.
And comparable to the situation in Germany, livesystems
has to defend its territory against some of top outdoor advertisers. Since 2019 APG holds the swiss-wide advertising
rights for 15.800 advertising faces (RailPoster and RailMidiPoster) in SBB trains. Currently the APG portfolio on SBB
rolling stock only includes static advertising.

FREE
RIDE

FREE RIDE
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SECRETS FOR ATTENTION GRABBING CONTENT
Digital Signage and especially DooH network owner struggle to develop the best content concept. Content design revolves
around creating most interesting content for the target group. Not an easy task as impact of public screens depends on
the direct surrounding and dwell time. Sentibar and invidis have identified the six biggest challenges to attract attention:
insufficient time, sensory overload, distraction, design flaws, mood killer and lack of context.

THE REAL TIME ADVERTISING-ABC
AUTOMATION IS THE TREND THAT CONTINUES TO PUSH NOT ONLY DIGITAL OUT OF HOME WORLDWIDE
DOOH, WHICH HAS GROWN FROM A CLASSIC, PRINT MEDIA TO A DYNAMIC, CONTEXT SENSITIVE DIGITAL 	

THE 6 BIGGEST
CHALLENGES TO
ATTRACT ATTENTION

Design flaw
Digital Signage and DooH make their own demands on design and conception - if they are not observed, for example
due to missing contrasts or too long texts, this is at the expense of perception.

MEDIA, IS ADAPTING THE PROCESSES ESTABLISHED FOR ONLINE: PROGRAMMATIC BOOKING, DESIGN 	

Insufficient time
The average attention span has dropped to just 8 seconds
in recent years.

Mood killer
News is a popular and inexpensive "filling material" on digital displays, but it has its pitfalls. In addition to unsuitable
text lengths, news can under certain circumstances create
a negative, worried mood.

Ad Exchanges, Demand Side Platforms (DSP) and Sell Side
Platforms (SSP) have thus entered the out-of-home world.
The latter are sometimes referred to as Supply Side Platforms.

Sensory overload
More than 10,000 advertising messages target people every
day - and lead that potential customers may become "immune" to advertising.
Distraction
Smartphones, tablets and the like also distract people - on
average, everyone looks at their mobile device more than
250 times a day.

Missing context
Content inserted at will between important advertising or
info messages wastes valuable potential - context-related
material, on the other hand, can reinforce important messages.
The good news, with a few tricks it is easy to create
DooH-compatible content that sticks with the consumer:

AND PLAYOUT OF RELEVANT ADVERTISING CONTENT

Most important platform where advertisers and media
owner meet are the ad exchanges. Like stock exchanges,
ad exchanges bring together the supply and demand sides.
Advertising inventory is traded - for example via auctions
- for various publishers. Often in real time - that is at least
the concept.
Demand Side Platforms (DSP) were developed to meet the

7 TIPS TO OVERCOME THE PERCEPTION HURDLES:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

BUY-SIDE

Dynamic motion
Create context between content and subsequent advertising
Trigger emotional participation of the viewer

Generate involvement, create attention! Marco Sussiek, Managing Director of Sentibar about smart separators between
editorial content and advertising: "Survey results as infographics are particularly suitable for this purpose. According to a
recent study 90% of all consumers began to compare the opinions of others with their own position when reading a survey.
This immediately establishes the desired effect; the viewer connects editorial content with the following advertising spot.

SELL-SIDE

Ad Network

Content should add value without advertising character
Create a positive mood

On the supply side, an SSP enables media owners to offer
their inventory automatically to programmatic platforms in
real time. The SSP sends a request to a DSP and the connected advertising exchanges. Comparable to DSPs, SSPs
are mainly an interface enabling ad exchanges to show
available inventory and detailed target group parameters.

Consumer

The message must be short, simple and easy to grasp
DooH-compatible graphics and text length

demand for inventory (advertising). Within fractions of a
second, the DSP checks for networks with the corresponding target groups, the availability of inventory as well as the
rate. AI driven algorithms increase campaign efficiency by
integrating third-party data. Offering even improved analysis for targeted audiences and matching networks.

Working for
a buyer

Ad Network

DSP

Demand Side
RTB Client

Advertiser

SSP

Working for
publisherr

Supply Side Platform
RTB Server

Publisher

Advertiser

Publisher

Ad Server

Ad Server

DMP

Data Management Platform
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THE TV-WARTEZIMMER
STORY
COMMUNICATION WITH PATIENTS FOLLOWS ITS OWN RULES
TV-WARTEZIMMER DOMINATES THE DOOH CATEGORY BY FURTHER EXPANDING ITS NETWORKS
IN GERMANY AND AUSTRIA
THE COMPANY IS IN TALKS WITH POTENTIAL PARTNERS AND INVESTORS AND INTENDS TO
CONTINUE ITS EXPANSION COURSE

In the past 15 years, TV-Wartezimmer has grown to an
uncontested leader in doctor’s waiting room DooH in the
DACH region. Invidis met founder and managing director
Markus Spamer to discuss history, present and future plans.
Founded in 2003, TV-Wartezimmer operates more than
7,000 screens throughout Europe, mainly installed in
medical practices. "We operate more than 6,000 systems
throughout Germany," says founder and managing director
Markus Spamer in an interview with invidis. "In Austria we
were able to increase our presence to 1,000 screens. As in
the German market, we are the market leader in digital doctor-patient information in Austria as well". This was made
possible by the acquisition of Vita Wartezimmer GmbH at
the beginning of 2019, the majority of which belonged to
the Austrian Apothekerverlag.
The Munich/Freising-based company with a total of around
140 employees grew - also at the beginning of the year through additional acquisitions. In January, for example,
the remaining 50% share of a joint venture previously operated with the dental publisher Quintessenz was acquired
(see the infographics at the end of this article).
TV-Wartezimmer looks back at an extremely successful
previous calendar year. In 2018, the best sales year ever,
the company's net media revenues rose by 90% to EUR
2 million. The number of new customers also increased
significantly during this period - by 60%. For the first time,
companies such as CP GABA, ARAG and Paul Hartmann AG
advertised in the TV-Wartezimmer program.
Thus, proves Spamer's approach – first building up a large
reach, followed by an increase in sales - has so far proven to
be sustainably successful. For 2019 Markus Spamer expects
further strong revenue increase in sales.

are equally happy as their messages are embedded in relevant quality content.
TV-Wartezimmer’s success is based on convincing doctors
– who need to pay for the system and content – that the
solution adds benefit to the medical practice, is easy-to-use
and to maintain. Especially the regional and for the medical
practice specialized content are a huge benefit. This also
reflects in the loyalty of TV-Wartezimmer’s customers, who
generally sign-up for follow-up contracts. Many subscribe
for the service for more than a decade, such as the third
customer ever to sign up. Customer 1 and 2 of Wartezimmer TV canceled their subscription when they closed their
practice as they couldn’t find successors.
Regionally, TV-Wartezimmer expands to more markets: In
Switzerland about 50 screens are operated, five in Luxembourg and one in Belgium. The fact that TV-Wartezimmer
is active in the latter two countries is simply because German doctors, who were existing customers, relocated their
practices and wanted to remain a customer. "Even after a
long discussion, the doctors could not be discouraged from
continuing to use our systems," says Markus Spamer with a
smile. There can be no better customer feedback.
The secret of success is the target group optimized content, which consists of three areas: Segment 1 provides
eye-catchers such as news or documentaries, which is
supplied by news partners such as Tagesschau, Sky Sport
News, Marco Polo or others. This program part is edited for
DooH-usage and arouses the interest with the patients. A
wide range of over 800 patient films produced in-house is
the second pillar of the program creating trust and showing competence. Most of these films are approved by the
corresponding professional associations. The third content
loop segment is advertising but limited to maximum 15% of
the full loop. This content mix offers a high-quality program
which entertains, informs and engages with patients and
supports doctor’s strategy in upselling services. Advertisers

On average, every German visits a doctor eleven times
a year. TV-Wartezimmer reaches 7 million consumer per
month (net) with its networks in Germany alone. On average, Germans spend around 40 minutes in a waiting room,
so the content offering must be varied and entertaining.
Contrary to attempts by some of the competitors, TV Wartezimmer strictly abstains from sound. Digital signage
with sound does not work in a waiting room environment
for various reasons - a constantly fluctuating noise carpet
disturbs patients as well as staff.
What does the future look like? "In general, growth remains
an important factor for us," says Markus Spamer. "Our advantage: We are represented in virtually every village, because we cover 1,700 locations. This makes us the only provider with a truly nationwide presence. And dwell time is
much higher than in a supermarket."
For Spamer it is clear: "DooH will someday be the regional
medium, like the local daily newspaper. Every screen can
be addressed individually. In some cases, this approach is
already common practice. For example, advertisers want to
book campaigns only in waiting rooms which are within a
radius of 2.5 kilometers of a pharmacy. Local fitness studios
also advertise in selected locations, for example exclusively
orthopedist waiting rooms".
Spamer is firmly convinced that in a few years there will be
a screen in every waiting room nationwide. TV-Wartezimmer will continue to lead the market by expanding the network. An investment he is not able to manage by himself.
"Talks are taking place with potential partners and investors," confirms the company founder. "However, such a
partner must bring more than just money - such as content
or an exciting story about how growth can be achieved in
the coming years.”
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DYNAMIC CONFEDERATES
TAMEDIA'S ACQUISITIONS OF GOLDBACH AND NEO
ADVERTISING CH LEADS DISRUPTS THE SWISS
DOOH MARKET
DOOH NEWCOMER ADMEIRA STARTS TO
MARKET EXCOM
In 2018, the Swiss market for digital outdoor advertising
was disrupted by the market entry of stock-listed Tamedia. The company is one of the largest media holdings in
Switzerland with Zurich’s Tagesanzeiger as their flagship
publication in the print and online. The friendly takeover of
100% of the shares in Goldbach, Switzerland's largest DooH
marketer, Tamedia achieved a coup. In 2018, Tamedia also
acquired a 51% majority stake in Geneva-based Neo Advertising. The former DooH pure player has recently grown into
a full Out-of-Home media owner challenging market leader
APG and Clear Channel wherever possible.
Through the acquisition of Goldbach Media Tamedia also
gained access to the DooH markets in Austria and Germany.
Goldbach Switzerland is one of the leading DooH marketers
alongside APG (Switzerland) and Gewista (Austria) in the alpine region.
Tamedia markets 18,039 screens at 1,448 locations throughout Switzerland, which are clustered in 15 networks. These
include networks with large reach such as those at specialist
retailers like Media Markt Saturn and melelectronics, Interdiscount and Canal Poste (Swiss Post). These networks offer thousands of screens each ensuring national reach. The
portfolio also includes more targeted forms of advertising
such as advertising in gas station forecourts - petrol station
are a highly competitive sector in Switzerland, livesystems
markets small screens directly at the pump with its gasstationtv network. While Tamedia markets 220 screens at just
as many petrol stations (excluding the Migrolino network,
whose convenience shops can also be found at railway stations), gasstationtv's competitors now offer 1,700 screens
at more than 300 petrol stations throughout Switzerland.
Neo Advertising CH also has a DooH portfolio worth mentioning. For example, 9 large LED screens can be booked
in shopping centers, as well as around 300 displays in
shopping centers. The convenience retail sector is covered
by the networks of Coop Pronto, where 245 displays are
positioned at just as many locations. Neo is traditionally
strong in the Western, French-speaking part of Switzerland
- even though it has developed into a nationwide active
media owner and marketer. Neo’s home turf remains Geneva, where the new Tamedia subsidiary markets all DooH

screens at the airport (75 displays and 4 large LED screens)
and the majority of static out-of-home faces throughout
the city. Till the beginning of 2019, Neo Advertising could
win numerous city marketing tenders for static advertising
throughout Switzerland. Nevertheless, this will significantly
strengthen its position in the market. In the federal capital
Bern alone, 1,800 static and backlit advertising spaces will
be added to the portfolio starting 2020. It is foreseeable
that Neo Advertising will also try to win marketing rights for
digital-out-of-home in upcoming municipal tenders.
Since 2018, APGISGA, Switzerland's largest outdoor advertiser by far, has had to face growing competition in the digital-out-of-home sector. APG announced a reorganization
of its business strengthening the Digital and Data division
within the Group. The most important national contract –
as in most European markets – are the advertising rights
of the railway station. Despite a legal dispute, APG was not
only able to defend existing SBB train station business but
also expand its reach into SBB's trains. With this tender APG,
which is majority owned by JCDecaux, defends its market
leading position. For example, 140 ePanels are marketed
in Swiss cities. In Swiss shopping centers, 519 screens were
added. With a total of 281 digital screens at stations - 147
Rail ePanel, 76 Escalator ePanel plus 58 Rail eBoard (LED
screens) - the market leader is well positioned.
The second largest Out-of-Home player in Switzerland is
Clear Channel, which also operates digital networks. The
pan-European media owner has a long-lasting presence
in the Swiss market. However, the DooH portfolio did not
grow as fast as the market. In the course of 2019, the number of screens of Clear Channels city networks grew to 81. 96
large-format displays in 17 shopping centers are marketed
in shopping centers. The most prominent DooH-network
for Clear Channel is the airport at Zurich Airport. A total 192
touchpoints are operated within the terminal, including 3
large LED walls.
In February 2019, Admeira, Switzerland's largest digital
marketer - a subsidiary of Swisscom and the Ringier media
house - joined the DooH market.
Admeira won the exclusive sales rights for Excom's Health
& Beauty network, which operates the largest network of
pharmacies and drugstores in Switzerland with over 500
large format displays. That is the first time Excom outsourced media sales for its popular pharmacy network.
The main account of Admeira is media sales of the largest and public broadcast TV-network of the country. The
combination of SRG SSR TV and DooH enables Admeira to
develop from a classic advertising marketer to a customer-centric media house with greater digital marketing competence.

GEWISTA
DOMINATES
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THE DOOH MARKET IN AUSTRIA IS DOMINATED BY A FEW MAJOR MEDIA OWNERS AND
ONE MAJOR DOOH SALES HOUSE
IN CONTRAST TO THE NEIGHBOURING MARKETS IN GERMANY AND SWITZERLAND, AUSTRIAN RAILWAYS 	
RELIES ON ITS OWN MARKETING OF ITS DIGITAL PORTFOLIO.

Austria's largest outdoor media owner Gewista operates a
transit network of 464 screens in underground stations in
the city of Vienna. Austria’s capital is the he only city nationwide with an underground metro system. Installed are
170 large screens (80") as well as a further 262 displays with
32" at escalators plus two video walls each consisting of 16
screens (46"). Outdoor screens are mainly located along the
road integrated into transit shelters. A total of 37 Large Format Displays marketed as Digital City Lights (DCL) are available in the Austrian capital. Complementing the Vienna
networks are 82 screens in the four regional capitals of Salzburg, Graz, Linz and Klagenfurt. Thereof Linz is an exception
with 13 double-sided screens adding up to 26 displays.
The JC Decaux subsidiary introduced 2018 additional
branding options around the underground screens providing advertisers new opportunities for non-standard campaigns and special productions. More digital touchpoints
– DooH as well as mobile advertising opportunities – will
be added in the coming months.
Gewista’s transit-subsidiary Infoscreen provides passenger
TV on 2,899 screens in 1,076 trains and trams. In addition
Infoscreen Austria GmbH – once founded with the support
of Ströer Infoscreen - markets 50 cross-track projection
screens and 1 LED wall.
Austria’s national railway operator ÖBB is also one of the
relevant outdoor advertisers and DooH providers in Austria.
Their train station based DooH offering strongly expanded in the past months. For the first time ÖBB can market
a nationwide DooH network. By summer 2019, 50 screens

were in operation at 40 stations as part of Railscreen Station network. The number of locations for the 75” screens is
expected to double to 100 screens covering Austria’s largest
55 stations. Complementing the outdoor totems are 9 LED
walls and projection screens of different sizes inside various train stations. A specialty in the portfolio are 31 LFDs
in two railway stations in Vienna which form the in-house
shopping network.
At Epamedia, DooH is still in its infancy: A total of seven
Digital CityLights are marketed in Villach and Innsbruck. In
addition to these fixed installations, the outdoor advertiser,
whose focus has so far been on static out-of-Home, is also
market a mobile DooH solution. The LED tower, which can
be booked since 2016 features four LED screen each, is a 6
m high advertising medium that can be used flexibly at different locations. Three LED tower are currently in use.
In regards to DooH sales, there is no getting around one
provider in Austria: Goldbach, which is also dominating in
Switzerland and to a lesser extent in Germany, is the leading independent DooH sales platform in the alpine nation.
The portfolio includes 14 DooH categories totaling 8,185
screens from airports (Vienna) to shopping malls and universities. And Goldbach Austria is not a DooH one-trick
pony, the sales house also markets TV and online, enabling
them to bundle multi-platform campaign bundles.
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BROADSIGN REINVENTED ITSELF BY TRANSFORMING THROUGH ACQUISITION FROM
A ONE-TRICK PONY TO A PLATFORM
THE NEW DE FACTO STANDARD FOR DOOH
COMBINED PLATFORM REMAINS OPEN FOR 3RD PARTY SOLUTIONS

The year 2019 marks a turning point in the global DooH
industry: for the first time, supplier and service providers
to the major media owner start consolidation by acquiring complementing businesses. And the drive to consolidation is not anymore driven by global agency networks
or professional service organisations, but from within the
industry. The aim is to create a full end-to-end platform for
out-of-home which can be deployed worldwide. Leading
the industry is the global market leader for DooH software
– Montreal based Broadsign.
A clear focus on one vertical market has eventually led to
the global success of the Canadian solution company. The
software specialist, founded in 2004, has come a long way
and at times survival as an independent company was
seriously in question. But Broadsign managed to navigate through stormy waters and grew to a leading DooH
CMS. Winning the world’s out-of-home market leader JC
Decaux as a customer brought the breakthrough. Broadsign’s DooH platform offers tools for creation, planning,
booking and playout of DooH campaigns. But in recent
years the service offering has far exceeded traditional CMS
feature sets. By connecting Broadsign’s technologies with
third-party SSP and DSP tools, the solution developed into
a full-blown end-to-end solution for media owner. Enabling media providers and buyers to automate DooH-processes.

The Canadian DooH specialist claim to have a 44% share
of the global DooH market. Hoping to become the Google of the industry. The most important customer is JCDecaux. Currently more than 160,000 screens worldwide are
managed via the Broadsign platform. The Montreal-based
company generates approximately 40% of its 2018 revenues in North America and 40% in Europe. In 2018, sales
increased by 30%. Quite remarkable for a company which
declared insolvency just a few years go. After declaring
Chapter 11 co-owner Burr Smith took over as major shareholder and CEO. Since then Broadsign has been on an
upward trajectory. Revenues for 2019 are expected to increase by a further 40%.

BROADSIGN

THE TRANSFORMATION FROM
CMS TO DOOH END-TO-END
PLATFORM
speak the SAP solution for the out-of-home market. Ayuda’s most prominent and larges customer is Ströer, which
handles sales and operations of all out-home-activities via
Ayuda’s platform. Ströer also decided to replace the inhouse CMS with Ayuda’s integrated player. The combined
Broadsign/Ayuda offering manages more than 425,000
OoH faces, including more than 180,000 DooH screens
worldwide.

The company has grown from a content management
system pure play to a DooH marketing platform. New solutions were added to the CMS, including a programmatic
platform called Broadsign Reach. Seven months after its
launch in 2018, Broadsign Reach had partnered with 17
DSP partners. Campaigns were conducted in nine countries for brands such as Foodora, John Lewis and Pepsi or
car brands Peugeot and SEAT.

Through the acquisition Broadsign/Auyda became the de
facto standard for combined static and digital out home
provider in Germany. WallDecaux as well as Ströer, two of
the leading media owner, rely on solutions from Broadsign.
The combined offering enables out-of-home media owner
to market the increasingly complex mix of digital and classic inventory and streamline business operations across
their portfolio. Both solutions are supposed to be merged
into one platform - at the same time Broadsign wants to
guarantee openness for other systems. This means that alternative CMS, programmatic platforms and ERP systems
– as used by most agency groups – will continue to connect and work with the new extended Broadsign platform.

Beginning of 2019 Broadsign went on a shopping spree.
First Broadsign acquired Ayuda Media Systems, an existing ooH eco system partner und ERP-specialist also based
in Montreal. The Ayuda platform is a B2B solution for media workflows specially developed for Out-of-Home – so to

Just a few weeks after acquiring Ayuda, Broadsign made
the news again. This time Broadsign acquired the DSP
provider Campsite, another Montreal based DooH market player. Campsite's solution is successfully deployed
in North America, for example by digital-out-of-home

media owners and agencies including Pattison Outdoor,
Captivate, IDS Canada and Astral. The easy-to-use webbased application is popular with Canadian media buyers.
The acquisition of Campsite complements the offering by
building on Broadsign's existing programmatic platform
and making it easier for network operators and buyers to
complete transactions.
According to an interview with invidis in May 2019, Broadsign’s CEO has plans for additional acquisitions to round up
the offering. Not only in North America but also overseas.
The combined Broadsign offering caters now the industry
with different, globally sought-after approaches. On the
one hand, a one-stop shop has been created for outdoor
advertisers, who are able to get all the tools from a single
source. Covering backend, booking, programmatic, playout and technology management. Secondly, third party
systems can connect to the Broadsign platform enabling
agencies and media owner to use best of both worlds.
Even Broadsign dominates the markets with an en-to-end
platforms, the system remains open for third parties to
connect to the programmatic platforms and other standalone features. Through focus on DooH Broadsign seemed
to be the first and currently only CMS provider which managed to achieve global reach and necessary scale on its
own.
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A NEW
GOLIATH

SCREEN HEAVEN
IN SHOPPING MALLS
SHOPPING MALL DOOH NETWORKS GREW BY 16% IN 2018 AS ADDITIONAL MALLS GO ONLINE
THREE RELEVANT MEDIA OWNER AND SALES HOUSE
VISUALART BECOMES NEWEST MEDIA OWNER IN GERMANY, WHILE 7SCREEN FOLDS

INDUSTRY NEWCOMER GLOBAL BUILT UP 35% MARKET SHARE IN NINE MONTHS WITH 3 ACQUISITIONS
GLOBAL BECOMES DOOH MARKET LEADER IN THE UK, ON PAR WITH JCDECAUX
GLOBAL UNDISPUTED LEADER IN DIGITAL TRANSPORT MEDIA

M&A and consolidation is not new to the UK Out-of-Home
market, already in last year’s edition we reported about
private equity acquisitions of the largest British premium DooH provider Ocean Outdoor for 200 million British
pounds and Forrest Media for another 32 million pounds.
But this was only the beginning. Two additional acquisitions followed later that year leading to almost tectonic
shift in the UK DooH sector.
In September 2018, Global Media & Entertainment, Great
Britain's largest private radio network operator, acquired
the two British OoH media owner Primesight and Outdoor
Plus in a spectacular double takeover. In addition to a market-leading position in private radio stations, Global is also
active in the online sector. The transactions were valued at
200 million pounds. Primesight holds the advertising rights
at all London airports except for Heathrow (JCDecaux),
Manchester Airport and six other UK airports. The DooH
portfolio includes InLinkUK - the LinkNYC smart city platform in London - and 96 digital billboards nationwide. The
acquisition of Outdoor Plus added 40 large-format digital
billboards to the London portfolio - especially roadside at
high-frequency locations along the motorways.
In October 2018, Global dominated the headlines again
with an even larger acquisition. The media company forked
out half a billion GBP for the acquisition of Exterion Media.
Global beat competitor Ocean Outdoor in the battle for Exterion. Depending on the data source and reporting date –
Global hat overtaken the world's largest outdoor advertiser
JC Decaux as UK’s market leader. 2018 was special even for
the UK OoH-market, which is accustomed to spectacular
takeover deals. Global’s new company slogan reflects the

expanded portfolio: On-air, on-line and Outdoor.
Global invested a total of around 700 million pounds in
DooH and OoH in just nine months. Since 2019 it dominates the UK OoH advertising market - roughly on par with
JCDecaux. The acquisitions created a new Goliath overnight in the British digital out-of-home scene and outdoor
advertising market. Through the acquisitions Global is also
gained access to OoH-markets on the continent. In the UK
alone, Global accounts for at least 35% share.
With the acquisition of Exterion, Global is now the leading
provider of outdoor advertising in the Transport Media sector. Exterion holds the world’s most expensive out-of-home
contract with Transport for London (TfL). Outdoor Plus and
Primesight had already added 100 oversized LED digital
faces and a total of 35,000 outdoor advertising locations to
the portfolio of Global. Exterion Media recently launched a
£90 million investment program to expand its digital outof-home networks. Large LED screens, brand new 98-inch
screens and other elements are part of the renewed DooH
inventory.
Exterion Media, formerly CBS Outdoor, was founded in 1993
and rebranded in early 2014. In a hard fought tender Exterion managed to defend the TfL contract against JC Decaux.
It did not come as a surprise that the owner of the company
put Exterion up for sale in the aftermath of the successful
tender.
In addition to the UK, Exterion's portfolio also includes the
Netherlands and France as important regional markets.
The outdoor advertiser is also active in Spain and Portugal.

Traditionally, shopping malls are one of the most popular
location for digital out-of-home networks. Media owner
were quick to set up their networks here, which mostly consist of LCD screens. But even in this mature sector of the
DooH market, growth rate can be significant. A comparison
with 2018.
In 2018, 3,128 screens were available for DooH campaigns
as part of shopping mall networks throughout Germany at a total of 173 locations. Three major network owner and
sales houese - including Ströer and Goldbach Germany dominated the market. One year later this has changed significantly. A total of 3,628 screens are now in operation - an
increase of almost 16%. In 2019 DooH screen in around 25
new shopping centers were newly deployed.
With now 2,220 screens in more than 100 shopping centers,
Ströer's network is smaller than twelve months earlier, although Ströer still markets by far the largest shopping mall
network. The reasons for the reduction are tender losses
of third-party systems now managed by new market entry
visualart.

7Screen is missing altogether in the listings, as they bid
farewell to the market after losing two major accounts to
Goldbach Germany.
Goldbach in particular was able to grow significantly in
the shopping center DooH market. Now managing 1,052
screens in 79 shopping malls, Goldbach has almost tripled
the number of its displays in shopping centers, from 372
screens across 33 shopping centers in 2018. This, however, explains only part of the growth, as this effect alone
would have put the portfolio at 60 shopping centers rather
than 79.
Visualart is the new kid in town and now third largest media
owner in this segment. The Swedish media owner won the
tender for 14 Unibail Rodamco Westfield malls (formerly
known as MfI). Initially launched in 2019 with 356 screens at
14 shopping center locations, visualart plans further expansion for autumn 2019. Contracts for another two shopping
centers with a total of 38 displays are already signed and
will go online in October 2019.
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DOOH ACTS AS AN ACCELERATOR FOR SMART CITY CONCEPTS

SMART CITY NEEDS DATA

SMART CITY IS ALL ABOUT DATA, BUT STAKEHOLDER MINDSET IS AS IMPORTANT

Smart City is certainly not a new concept, for decades metropolises around the world have been trying to become
more intelligent and liveable spaces for their inhabitants.
Today Smart City concept deliver tangible added value for
all main stakeholders as
• large amount of data can be processed rapidly (big data),
• data can be collected basically everywhere (IoT, sensors)
• real-time data analysis is available at a key stroke
Initially, Smart City concepts focused on optimizing administration and infrastructure. Large technology companies
such as IBM and Siemens identified the potential for digitizing public services and utilities. But Smart City concepts are
far more than just digitizing infrastructure and must offer
solutions for the three most important stakeholders: government, business and citizens. Smart City strategies are often based on the concept of Responsive City, an interactive
and permanent exchange of information.
WHAT MAKES A CITY A SMART CITY? REAL-TIME DATA: THE
BASIS FOR SMART CITY APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES.
• For government, data enables optimized analysis, efficient operation and realistic planning.
• For businesses, easy access to public and semi-public
data, efficient administration and an environment worth
living in for employees
• For residents, smart cities cater three data-based core
needs; security, strong economy and ecology
Even though data is generally seen as the base for Smart
City, there is more to successful implementation. Smart
City concepts also require the appropriate mindset of all
stakeholders; technology and data are just the enabler for
implementation.
Two often cited successful Smart City concepts are those
of Singapore and Dubai. Both smaller countries / emirates
that have a clearly defined vision: In Singapore it is the vision for a "Tropical City of Excellence" while in Dubai the
focus is on "Happiness". At first glance, these visions have
little to do with technology, but they do describe a mindset,
a vision or framework which all measures can be united.
It is no coincidence that Smart City concepts are often first
implemented by city states or small countries. In Singa-

pore it is the lack of space, limited natural resources such
as water or space for landfills. Similar to Dubai, where it is
a constant challenge to weather the adverse conditions of
the desert. The desert climate, the lack of drinking water
or the demand for air conditioning requires a lot of innovation. Both Singapore and Dubai also lack scalability as both
cities don’t have a large country or hinterland.
In the Baltic Republic of Estonia - which is regarded as
the epitome of the digital state and Smart City in Europe
- many digital innovations were born out of necessity. After
independence in 1991, the state simply could not afford to
quickly rebuild the infrastructure neglected by the Soviets.
A large part of the Estonian population moved abroad to
find a job. Those who stayed at home could not afford international calls to stay in touch with the loved ones. Thus,
Skype was born out of necessity - necessity drives invention.
Small and young countries certainly also have the advantage of a green field approach, not having to take into account existing, out-of-date administrative and technological burdens. Ideally these countries search for global best
practice, adapt it to their needs and make it available to citizens in a modern, digital form. For example, Estonia took
over the land register system from Germany, but introduced
it directly in digital form. Virtually all administrative services
are now available online in Estonia. Thanks to digital signatures on identity cards, an intelligent and redundant cloud
architecture and the openness of the population to digital
services. Of course, the success of Smart City projects in
small administrative districts can also be enjoyed much
more quickly by citizens.
Large Western metropolises often have difficulties with successful Smart City initiatives. There, the one-dimensional
attempt to generate a benefit solely from data dominates.
The benefits can be manifold - environmental data, traffic
control or optimization of public services. But the immense
financial and organizational effort is often viewed critically
by the population. Advantages in daily life can often only be
enjoyed after years.
On the other hand, if the private sector takes over the necessary investments – for example Google initiatives in New
York City or Toronto - these companies are often exposed to
public hostility. Smart City is then often quickly associated

in the press and among the population with an Orwellian
surveillance state.
But the opposite is the case. Smart City concepts properly
implemented increase the quality of life for residents, enable faster and better public services and offer businesses to
operate more efficiently and ecologically. There is hope for
large European countries. The advantages are obvious, and
large countries can learn from the smarter smaller countries like Estonia & Co.
SMART CITY AND DIGITAL-OUT-OF-HOME - WHAT ROLE
DOES DIGITAL OUTDOOR ADVERTISING PLAY IN SMART
CITY CONCEPTS?
• Digital services, smartphone apps, displays and other
digital touchpoints in public spaces provide the necessary
return channel.
• Portal function: In the past, Smart City ecosystems have
communicated too little with the users - the citizens.
Screens at bus stops and other billboards are ideal, highly
frequented touchpoints.
• DooH networks offer a digital always-on infrastructure already installed and serviced by the private sector (Out of
Home) to collect environmental data, provide citizens with
internet and mobile communications (WiFi, Small Cells)
• Disaster control: Already today DooH networks are integrated into disaster control warning systems to warn citizens everywhere and at any time in public space (example:
catwarn) and to provide location-based information.
• Screens provide security: Illuminated advertising media
and dynamic content on displays in public spaces increase
the subjective feeling of security.

SMART
CITY
NEEDS
DATA

AND THE RIGHT
MINDSETS
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TRANSPARENT FUTURE
THE ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY ALLOW PROTECTIVE GLASSES TO IMPROVE THE USABILITY OF
THE SCREENS AND HELP TO PROTECT THE ELECTRONICS INSIDE EVEN BETTER

ANTI-REFLECTIVE COATING

D I G I TA L- O U T- O F - H O M E

The most important coating for outdoor signage are anti-reflective glass surfaces for improved visibility of screen content. This is achieved by suppressing the natural reflection of
the glass surface with a tailor-made coating. Readability of digital signage content behind
the glass improves even in unfavourable lighting conditions. The anti-reflective coating
also increases light transmission of the glass adding more brightness without increasing
the LCD-backlight

MEGA SCREENS

Whether outdoor pillars, digital information in front of the
supermarket or simple DooH solutions: Digital signage
touchpoints in public spaces require special glass solutions. Choosing the right glass can tremendously improve
the visibility of content, add vandalism protection and noticeably reduces the heat impact inside the cabinet.

world-wide. The NSG Group's subsidiaries conduct research and production worldwide, including in Germany
and throughout Europe. Flat glass products, such as those
produced by Pilkington in the Ruhr region, are produced
using the float process on impressive production lines that
run continuously day and night.

A whole range of digital signage components are often neglected during the outdoor housing design process. These
include display mounts, connecting cables and invisible
infrastructure services as well as protective glass solutions.
Although the glass pane in front of the display is highly visible, it is often overlooked during planning.

A wide range of glass finishing solutions are relevant for
digital signage, which can be either applied as a single-use
or a combined multifunctional product. For example, sandwich glass can be produced as a protective glass not only
offering increased protection against vandalism, but also
an antireflection coating and IR protection.

invidis met with Dr. Christian Eibl of Pilkington Deutschland
AG/NSG Group for a background talk. Together with Pilkington we put together a guide with value-add glass finishes for digital signage. Pilkington Germany AG is part of the
Japanese NSG Group, one of the leading glass producers

IR-PROTECTION

IN THE FUTURE, HUGE INTERACTIVE SURFACES MADE OF GLASS CAN FORM INTERACTIVE

Outdoor displays typically switch off automatically when the housing temperature exceeds
45° Celsius. A glass with integrated IR protection reduces the heat impact of the housing
considerably. This means that only smaller sized cooling, heat exchanger or fans are required. But the real lever is a noticeably lower power consumption during operation.

VANDALISM PROTECTION

BE SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED

The best-known value-add is protection against mechanical impact - vandalism protection
of the glass. At least two glass panes are combined with special foils to a create a so-called
laminated safety glass. The protected glass solution does not impair the optics. Such glasses reduce or even eliminate the risk of penetration through the pane and therefore serve
to protect expensive or sensitive products/electronics located behind the pane. IK ratings
help to classify products by its resistance to impacts by kinetic energy (ball drop, impacts
bay hammer or even axe. Requirements for glass at a jewelers shop or an ATM differ greatly
from DooH-totems.

ANTI-FINGERPRINT

WITH THE RIGHT TYPE OF GLASS, ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR OUTDOOR SCREENS CAN

An anti-fingerprint surface protection of the glass not only reduces ugly fingerprints, but
also simplifies the cleaning of the glass surface. In addition, the visibility of the digital signage content is optimized by an increased contrast ratio. The improved haptic of the glass
surface also leads to a more pleasant joy of use of touch applications.

PASSEPARTOUT-PRINTING
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Passepartout printing: In addition to technical improvements, glass manufacturers also offer many options to improve the cabinet design. This can be achieved by sandblasting or
screen printing. A passe-partout with an opaque edge and / or smooth transition around
the visible area is applied to the glass surface.

Many digital signage housings use printed glass surfaces. Some just for design purposes
others also to cover unused space required for future tech refresh with larger screens.
In the future, the role of glass surfaces in digital signage projects will continue to grow as
multifunctional glazing becomes widely available. Improving the joy of use of touch-applications, better visibility or just better design.
Form and design of glass facades are also virtually unlimited. Smart glass is increasingly
being used for meeting rooms or in retail. Interactive glazing is also on the rise, turning glass
surfaces into large-format displays.
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DIG ITAL- OUT- OF-HOM E N ETWORK

DIG ITAL- OUT- OF-HOM E N ETWORK

GERMANY 2019

MEDIA

MEDIA OWNER

MEDIA SALES

GERMANY 2019

LOCATIONS

SCREENS /
LED /
PROJECTION

Transportation - Station

MEDIA

MEDIA OWNER

MEDIA SALES

LOCATIONS

SCREENS /
LED /
PROJECTION

Highway

Ströer Public Video | Station Video

Ströer

Ströer

> 200

1.500

Ströer Public Video | Infoscreen

Ströer

Ströer

> 110

630

Digital Underground Berlin (DUB)

Wall

WallDecaux

74

74

X-City Hannover Station

X City Marketing Hannover GmbH

X City Marketing Hannover GmbH

262

1.334

Digital Poster Gallery U-Bahnhof
Friedrichstraße Berlin

Wall

WallDecaux

12

12

Super Motion

Ströer

Ströer

3

7

Transportation - Airports

Autobahn Channel Classic

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany GmbH

971

3.006

Autobahn Channel Entrance / Outdoor

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany GmbH

534

516

Autobahn Channel Sanifair Spiegel

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany GmbH

353

968

Unicum TV

Various

Unicum TV

65

354

Campus TV

Various

UAM (Ströer)

144

262

Executive Channel Network (ECN)

ECN

ECN

129

159

DigitalDeluxeNet (DDN)

Wall

WallDecaux

172

242 (LED)

DigitalCityNet (DCN)

Wall

WallDecaux

91

91 (LED)

35

53 (LED)

Education & Offices

Bremen BRE

Flughafen Bremen GmbH

Flughafen Bremen GmbH

1

14

Berlin-Schönefeld SXF

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

64

Berlin-Tegel TXL

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

103

Dresden DRS Airport Videowall DRS

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

1

Düsseldorf DUS

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

124

No network name (like DCLB)

Wall

WallDecaux

Düsseldorf DUS

Flughafen Düsseldorf

DUS Airport

1

361

Roadside Screen

Ströer

Ströer

k.A.

260 (LED)

Düsseldorf DUS - DUS AD Walk

Ströer

Ströer

1

40

Various LED Videoboards

Various

Various

212

317 (LED)

Düsseldorf DUS

WallDecaux

WallDecaux

1

3

Frankfurt FRA

Media Frankfurt

Media Frankfurt

1

540 (incl.: 16 LED,
8 OLED)

Hamburg HAM

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

94

Berliner Fenster

mcR&D

mcR&D

1.106

3.768

Hannover HAM Airport Channel dCLP HAM

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

24

Münchner Fenster

mcR&D

mcR&D

164

1.202

Hannover HAJ

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

100

Fahrgast TV Dresden

mcR&D

mcR&D

83

418

Hannover HAJ Airport Channel dCLP HAJ

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

15

Fahrgast TV Leipzig

mcR&D

mcR&D

304

1.007

Köln / Bonn CGN

Flughafen Köln/Bonn GmbH

Flughafen Köln/Bonn GmbH

1

34

Fahrgast TV Hannover

mcR&D

mcR&D

259

1.322

München MUC

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

200

Fahrgast TV Düsseldorf

Various

BusSpot

74

272

München - FMG MUC ***

Flughafen München GmbH

Flughafen München GmbH

1

130 (incl. some
LED)

X-City Hannover Flotte

X-City Marketing
Hannover GmbH

X-City Marketing
Hannover GmbH

262

1.334

Nürnberg NUE

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

41

Nürnberg NUE Airport Channel dCLP NUE

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

12

Nürnberg NUE Airport Videowall NUE

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

1

Stuttgart STR

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany

1

106

Leipzig-Halle LEJ

Flughafen Leipzig/Halle GmbH

Flughafen Leipzig/Halle GmbH

1

9 (incl. 1 LED since
June 2019)

Source: invidis, based on company information (reports / media data), 2019

Roadside

Passenger TV

Source: invidis, based on company information (reports / media data), 2019
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DIG ITAL- OUT- OF-HOM E N ETWORK

GERMANY 2019

MEDIA

MEDIA OWNER

MEDIA SALES

GERMANY 2019

LOCATIONS

SCREENS /
LED /
PROJECTION

POS

MEDIA

MEDIA OWNER

MEDIA SALES

LOCATIONS

SCREENS /
LED /
PROJECTION

Entertainment, Leisure & Sport

Media Markt-TV

TV / Various

Ströer UAM

255

30.600

Cinema TV

Various

UAM

24

162

Saturn-TV

TV / Various

Ströer UAM

156

18.720

Hairstyling-TV

Various

UAM

168

655

MEDIMAX-TV

TV / Various

Ströer UAM

110

7.700

Active-TV

Various

UAM

308

863

DooH.de / DSB
(Education, Corporate, Public, Retail)

Various / heineking Media

DSB / heineking Media /DooH.de

4.211

>= 4.211 (k.A.)

Sun-TV

Various

Various

204

268

Food Channel (EDEKA)

EDEKA retailers

Neo Advertising (Ströer)

680

3.929

Cash-TV

Various

Various

217

217

real,- ShopKontakt

Echion

Echion

266

1.076

Cinestar

Cinestar

Cinestar

13

46

Rewe gesamt

Cittadino

Goldbach Germany GmbH

336

1.763

Stage-TV

Various

Various

9

21

In-Store Channel - Drogerie

Various

Goldbach Germany GmbH

81

81

Fitness Channel

Various

Goldbach Germany GmbH

278

1.074

In-Store Channel - Getränkemarkt

Various

Goldbach Germany GmbH

101

101

McFit

McFit

El Cartel Media

>230

ca. 1.600

In-Store Channel - Press & Book

Various

Goldbach Germany GmbH

58

134

Sport Channel

Various

Goldbach Germany GmbH

447

965

McDonald's-TV

Various

Ströer UAM

712

1.141

* Most of them not to commercialise
(schools) not specified for vertical markets

Hospitality
Shopping Center
Public Video | Mall Video

Ströer

Ströer

> 100

2.220

King Channel by Burger King

Various

piranha media GmbH

470

>1.000

Goldbach Mall Channel

Various

Goldbach Germany GmbH

79

1.052

Gastro Channel

Various

Various

199

460

Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield

VIS Visual Art Germany GmbH

Goldbach Germany GmbH

14 (ab Okt.
2019: +2)

356 (Oktober 2019:
+38)

Sausalitos TV

Various

Various / k. A.

17

67

TV-Wartezimmer

TV-Wartezimmer

TV-Wartezimmer

ca. 6.000

> 6.000

Apotheken TV

Various

UAM

904

1.126

Vetiprax-TV

Vetiprax-TV

Vetiprax-TV

429

429

TeleApotheke

Meditec

Meditec

> 1.000

> 1.000

Healthcare

Source: invidis, based on company information (reports / media data), 2019

Source: invidis, based on company information (reports / media data), 2019
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DIGITAL IS BOOMING, CLASSICAL STAGNATES

NET REVENUES 2018 / 2017

BR REVENUES IN OUT-OF-HOME (GERMANY)
COMPARISON OF THE FIRST QUARTERS 2016 - 2019 IN M. €

NET REVENUES OUT-OF-HOME MEDIA 2018 / 2017

REV. 2018

REV. 2017

VAR.

OOH

M. €

M. €

in %

in %

1.164,1
265,8
238,1
16,0
26,0
25,1
571,0
186,5
92,0
118,8
65,6
30,3

1.50,8
285,2
246,7
117,7
28,5
28,7
706,9
164,3
90,0
82,7
65,2
41,8

1,2
-6,8
-3,5
-1,4
-9,0
-12,9
-19,2
13,5
2,2
43,6
0,7
-27,5

100
22,8
20,5
1,4
2,2
2,2
49,1
16,0
7,9
10,2
5,6
2,6

Media
67,8

120,2

118

150,4

351,9

350,5

343,9

351,2

2016

2017

2018

2019

OoH analogue

Out of Home Total
City-Light-Poster
Billboards
City-Light-Boards / Mega-Lights
Advertising Columns
Advertising Pillars
Poster Total
Digital Out of Home*
Airport Advertising analog & digital
Permanent Advertising
Transit Media
Large-format outdoor

...

Source: FAW / ZAW Jahrbuch 2019

DooH

* without DooH at Airports

* First time incl. Net Revenues of companies organised
in the "Digital Media Institut"

Source: Nielsen

Some markets are well ahead of the average 18 % for DooH
share of revenue (Germany: 12%): 2018 was the year when
two markets (UK and Australia) generated 50 % of total OoH
sales from digital units. The US is close to global average
(17 % share for DooH) but some markets are lower (e.g. Italy and France) due to regulatory obstacles and/or industry
fragmentation. MAGNA predicts the share of DooH to grow to
28 % globally by 2023 following an average growth rate of
+12 % of advertising sales between 2019 and 2023.

Digital OoH units generated almost 6 billion US-Dollars in
2018 globally i.e. 18 % of global OoH ad sales, three times
the share in 2010 (6%).
DOOH sales have been growing by 16 % per year in the last
five years. Following significant investment from media owners in the last few years, there are now more than 300,000
digital ad units in the world, compared to just 160,000 four
years ago.

DOOH SCREENS
IN GERMANY

120.000

109.386

OOH ADVERTISING REVENUE FORECAST
AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH (SOURCE MAGNA)

OoH last 10 years
4,1 %
2,8 %

GLOBAL

2,8 %
1,6 %

EMEA

-0,4 %

3,7 %
2,4 %

Source: Invidis

5,0 %

4,9 %
2,7 %

1,2 %

N.AM

-1,7 %
Source: DMI Public & Private Screens-Studie

9,6 %

Source: MAGNA / RAPPORT / IPG-Mediabrands Forecast Feb. 2019

LATAM
-3,4 %

0,4 %

APAC

OoH next 5 years
Total Traditional Media
next 5 years
(TV, Print, Radio, OoH)
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APRIL 2019: INCREASED MARKET SHARE
FOR DOOH COMPARED TO PREVIOUS MONTH / SHARE DOOH OF OOH TOTAL

OoH analogue

24 %

23 %

24 %

24 %

25 %

19 %

21 %

24 %

31 %

29 %

33 %

29 %

28 %

DooH Total

Ø DOOH
OF OOH
TOTAL
26 %

76 %

77 %

76 %

76 %

75 %

81 %

79 %

76 %

69 %

71 %

67 %

71 %

72 %

APR 18

MAY 18

JUN 18

JUL 18

AUG 18

SEP 18

OCT 18

NOV 18

DEC 18

JAN 19

FEB 19

MAR 19

APR 19

Source: Nielsen Media Research. Gross advertising spendings in M. EUR. Jan. 2015 – April 2019, May 2019

DOOH 23% OVER PREVIOUS YEAR

REVENUES IN OUTDOOR ADVERTISING

IN APRIL - EACH COMPARED TO THE APRIL OF THE PRIOR YEAR

2015 / 2016 / 2017 / 2018 (IN M. €)
OOH TOTAL

OOH ANALOGUE

DOOH

OOH TOTAL

OOH ANALOGUE

DOOH

76 %

in %

in M.
23 %

15 % 12 %
3%

5%

5%
-1 %

550,62

522,45

1.631,31

1.679,80

1.645,02

24,11 18,38
5,86

0%

0%
-3 %

19,63 17,91

353,91

8,45

-1 %

9,86

6,36

-4,48

-0,47

-1,40

1.712,52

-0,51

OoH analogue
DooH Total

APRIL

2016/2015

2017/2016

2018/2017

Source: Nielsen Media Research. Gross advertising spendings in M. EUR. Jan. 2015 – April 2019, May 2019

2019/2018

2015

2016

2017

Source: Nielsen Media Research. Gross advertising spendings in M. EUR. Jan. 2015 – Dec. 2018, Feb. 2019

2018
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INVIDIS

IMPRINT

ABOUT US

INVIDIS PHILOSOPHY

INVIDIS CONSULTING
INVIDIS CONSULTING IS A MUNICH-BASED CONSULTING BOUTIQUE SPECIALIZED IN WORLDWIDE DIGITAL
SIGNAGE CONSULTING. SINCE 2006 WE SUPPORT MANDATES WORLDWIDE TO IMPLEMENT DIGITIZATION
PROJECTS. INVIDIS ORGANIZES THE WORLD'S LEADING CONFERENCE SERIES DIGITAL SIGNAGE SUMMIT (DSS)
IN CONJUNCTION WITH INTEGRATED SYSTEMS EVENTS
INVIDIS CONSULTING
i s a boutique digital consultancy with expertise in
digital signage, digital retail, digital-out-of-home,
and smart cities based in Munich/Germany
s pecializes in scalable and sustainable digital
concepts and strategies
advises clients across the world
t hinks strictly customer-centric, but with store
operations and backend processes in mind
 akes “gut feelings” quantifiable and actionable
m
with Retail Analytics
s upports management to better understand “retail
experiences” and competitive dynamics
 elps clients to design deliverable strategies while
h
keeping scope and budgets in focus
 as developed into one of EMEAs leading, supplier
h
independent digital signage consultancies in the
past 12 years
i s industry though-leader presenting more than 50
times annually at conferences around the globe

Digital is not icing on the cake – Digital needs to be fully
integrated to deliver RoI
Digital touch points should
- a dd value to the customer experience
- integrate & connect with retailer’s backend systems
i.e. ERP, CRM
- s how current promotions which are relevant to the target
group at that time & place
- e nable staff to focus on customers and free them of

WHAT WE DO FOR (EXAMPLES)

standard information requests
-o
 ffer seamless user & brand experience across all
platforms (offline, online, mobile, print etc)
-p
 romote styles and complementing garments /
accessories (in Fashion)
- open opportunities to purchase items (colour, size)
which are not available in the particular store
What’s most important
- less is often more. Digital touch points need to
enhance the customer experience


CEOs, Head of Strategy:
- Development of novel, digital business models and
implementation strategies
- Technology and competitive market assessments
COOs, Head of Retail / Store Operations:
- Operations concepts for digital touchpoint platforms
- Customer flow and digital touchpoint optimization
- Digital staff support
CFOs, Analysts, sales managers:
- Actionable insights from Retail Analytics
- Comprehensive KPI systems (physical and digital)
CMOs, Head of Merchandizing, Head of Omni-Channel:
- Cross-platform experience and content strategies
- Customer journey design
CTOs, Head of Digital:
- Support of tender / RFP processes and supplier assessments
- Link of front-end and back-end solutions
Retail architects, Designers, Store Planners:
- Customer journey and mindset analyses
- Digital touchpoint concepts
Investors, M&A departments, Banks:
- Assessment and development of business models
and strategies
- Strategic Due Diligence (Buy- and Sell-side)
Digital Signage Integrators:
- Market and competitive analyses
- Business model and strategy development
- M&A

IMPRINT

LINKS

Publisher:
invidis consulting GmbH
Grillparzerstr. 12a, 81675 Munich/Germany

invidis.de

Managing Director:
Florian Rotberg
Editor-in-Chief:
Florian Rotberg,
invidis consulting GmbH
Managing Editor:
Thomas Kletschke
Editorial Staff:
Thomas Kletschke, Florian Rotberg,
Stefan Schieker
Media Sales / Advertisement:
Christine Koller,
invidis consulting GmbH
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Markus Winkler,
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Daily Digital Signage News:
invidis.de
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Free PDF-Download of the Yearbook:
invidis.de/magazine
invidis Twitter
twitter.de/invidis
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www.digitalsignagesummit.org
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© 2019 invidis consulting GmbH Munich
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INVIDIS MEDIA

INVIDIS MEDIA

DIGITAL SIGNAGE &

DIGITAL-OUT-OF-HOME

INVIDIS.DE - COMPANY PROFILES / JOB LISTINGS

INVIDIS.DE - ONLINE AND NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING

Leaderboard (728 x 90 px)

Skyscraper
(160 x 600 px)

88

Top Ad
(336 x 280 px)

invidis.de is the leading German online platform for
Digital Signage and Digital-out-of-Home (DooH). The B2B
website informs daily (Monday – Friday) about all relevant
industry developments. The fully independent editorial
team reports neutral and according to highest journalistic
standard.
Example

FACTS & FIGURES (ANNUALLY)
Editorial Articles:
Unique Visitors 2018:
Page Impressions 2018:

Company Profile

1.523
229.991
763.818
WERBEFORMATE

PRODUCT

BANNER

PI

RATE/*
WEEK

RATE/*
4 WEEKS

Leaderboard

728 x 90 px

30 %

195,- €

690,- €

728 x 90 px

60 %

385,- €

1.390,- €

728 x 90 px

90 %

545,- €

1.990,- €

160 x 600 px 30 %

250,- €

890,- €

160 x 600 px 60 %

440,- €

1.590,- €

Skyscraper

Top Ad

160 x 600 px 90 %

680,- €

2.490,- €

336 x 280 px 90 %

820,- €

2.990,- €

Company Profile Logo Widget

invidis Digital Signage & Digital-out-of-Home company
profiles are listed in our Supplier Directory. End-Customer, decision-makers and planners will find the right
partners for their Digital Signage and Digital-out-of-Home
(DooH) needs.

Job listings at invidis Digital Signage & Digital-out-of-Home
job market reaches targeted readers with interest in the
Digital Signage and Digital-out-of-Home market. Job listings are also featured as post in the newsfeed.

BANNER

BANNER

* All rates net/net (VAT applicable)

Position 1

The invidis newsletter informs daily (Monday – Friday)
about all current topics of the Digital Signage and Digitalout-of-Home. The readership includes integrators, hardware/software, Manufacturers, end customers, distributors, resellers, marketing experts, as well as creative and
communication agencies

Company

FACTS & FIGURES INVIDIS NEWSLETTER

Contacts

> 1.820 Subscribers (2018)
30,3 % Opening rate
29,8 % Click rate

Links

PRODUCT

Logo
Adress

Company and Prod. Descr.
Automatic link in newsfeed
Choice of max 3 categories

BANNER
Position 2

Logo Widget

PRODUCT

RATE/*
WEEK

RATE/*
4 WEEKS

Position 1

590,- €

1.990,- €

Initial Posting in Newsletter

Position 2

490,- €

1.690,- €

* All rates net/net (VAT applicable)

			
* All rates net/net (VAT applicable)

Initial Posting in Newsfeed

FREE OF
CHARGE



PREMIUM
(ANNUALLY)
590 € *













LISTING
199 €*

PRODUCT

Job Listing








Link to Job Listing
Company logo
90 days online
Free extension beyond 90 days
Link to company website / PDF
Article on invidis.de
in Social Media

/

Newsletter

* All rates net/net (VAT applicable)			

MEDIA SALES
Christine Koller
E-Mail: christine.koller@invidis.com
Tel.: +49 89 2000 416 17
Mobil: +49 151 4633 0306

/
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COMPANY

PAGE
Displays

INDUSTRY
OVERVIEW
ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES YOU
WILL FIND COMPANIES FROM
THE DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND DOOH
INDUSTRY SORTED BY CATEGORY.

DynaScan

93

iiyama

94

Philips Professional Display Solutions

96

Distributors
Concept international

92

Integrators
Westiform
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Media player
Concept international
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Philips Professional Display Solutions

96

Services
Frontface (mirabyte)

95

Westiform
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Full Service Agency
Zeta Display
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Concept International

DynaScan

Concept International is an established Value Added Distributor and

Founded in 1998, DynaScan Technology is an innovative digital display

according to Invidis, the no. 1 provider of digital signage player in the German

manufacturer, providing a full range of professional indoor, outdoor, and ultra-

speaking territory. The Munich-based company equips more than 200 projects

high bright LCDs.

per year with 27.000 digital signage players by the manufacturer Giada.

Ultra-High Bright Displays – With thousands of installations around the world,
With Giada´s versatile product range, the experienced distributor offers high-

CONCEPT INTERNATIONAL GMBH

capacity PCs for entry-level to high end deployment requirements. The latest
addition is the booksize PC DM6 with AMD Ryzen: with quad-core CPU and

SALES DEPARTMENT
ZWEIBRÜCKENSTR. 5–7
80331 MÜNCHEN

24/7-operation thanks to Giada´s patented JeHe Active Hardware Control
(JAHC) technology.

bright in direct sunlight – making them ideal for window-facing and kiosk

KERSTIN MULLER

applications. DynaScan offers the largest portfolio of professional ultra-high

is also an updated Android 4K player, the DN73. All of these units operate
fanless, allow convenient mounting behind flat screens and guarantee reliable

DYNASCAN TECHNOLOGY

light environments. Brightness levels as high as 7.000 nits allow them to shine

high-performance RADEON graphics, 4K video succeed in perfect sharpness
without movement artifacts or staggering. As an entry-level player, there

DynaScan ultra-high bright displays are the proven solution for high ambient

GERMANY

bright LCDs in the industry, with models ranging from 32" to 85".
Premium Indoor Displays – The DI Series consists of LCDs ranging in size
from 55" to 100", brightness levels up to 1.000 nits, and includes models
which are IP5X rated for protection from contaminants and as thin as 29 mm.

SÜDTIROLERSTR. 9
D-86165 AUGSBURG
KERSTIN.MULLER@DYNASCANDISPLAY.COM

Full Outdoor Displays – The DO Series is range of full outdoor LCDs offering
In addition to many years of experience, the Munich-based company is

PHONE +49 89 9616085-0

specialized in individual PC configuration and reliable support beyond the
usual product cycles. Concept´s special offer to Digital Signage providers

easy roll-out and deployment in a breeze – even in high quantities. System
Integrators and Solution Vendor benefits from special pricing.

INFO@DYNASCANDISPLAY.COM

for protection from water and dust and feature IK10 vandal resistance. Various
SALES@CONCEPT.BIZ

is the “Total Preparation Package”: the mini pcs are delivered with projectspecific, burn- in tested and activated software configuration, which supports

daylight viewable images as high as 3.500 nits. The displays are IP66 rated

WWW.CONCEPT.BIZ

sizes are available ranging from 55" to 86".
A Global Presence – DynaScan works closely with system integrators around
the world to deliver premium LCD and LED display solutions for its customers.
With offices in Europe, Asia, and North America, DynaScan is equipped for
international rollouts and support.

WWW.DYNASCANDISPLAY.COM
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Copyright © by mirabyte GmbH & Co. KG

mirabyte FrontFace

iiyama
As one of the world‘s leading manufacturers of screens and displays, iiyama

The Versatile Digital Signage Standard Software Solution!

stands for special expertise in the monitor market. Founded in 1973 in Nagano,
Japan, iiyama has built a strong reputation as a provider of best-priced, highperformance display solutions and outstanding service. The long-established,

“FrontFace” by mirabyte is the powerful standard software solution that

customer-oriented company has been active in Germany with great success

suits perfectly for all kinds of digital signage applications and interactive

since 1993.

IIYAMA DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

kiosk systems. Even though FrontFace comes with a rich set of features and

MIRABYTE GMBH & CO. KG

functionality, it is still extremely easy and intuitive to use. This allows even
Initially, the portfolio ranged from low-priced LCD/LED entry-level monitors

ZEPPELINSTR. 2

to high-quality business devices with ergonomic features for professional
use. Over the years, the innovative company has developed into an expert for

less experienced users to easily create, manage and update digital signage

ANNE KERKMANN,

applications such as information displays, welcome boards or advertising

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

85375 NEUFAHRN BEI FREISING

screens, as well as interactive touch screen terminals.

GERMANY

Thanks to the unique Print2Screen technology of FrontFace, it is possible to

digital signage, LFDs and interactive LFDs. A clear focus is on (multi-)touch
screens and smart large format displays. These range from the interactive

GEISTHOFSKOENIG 12

directly import content in brilliant HD quality with a single click into playlists

desktop model for office use to the highly robust device for 24/7 use in highuse environments with screen diagonals between 10 and 86 inches as well as

PHONE +49 (0)8165 92403010

state-of-the-art (multi-)touch technologies with up to 50 touch points. iiyama
relies in particular on projective capacitive (PCAP) models (FHD & UHD),

and touch screen menus, from any Windows application that supports printing
(e.g. Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc.).

GERMANY

Additionally, the functionality of FrontFace can easily be extended by plugins:

PHONE +49 2381 871853-0

SALES.DE@IIYAMA.COM

although the company also offers the full range of resistive, SAW and infrared
touch screens in various sizes and formats up to 86 inches.

WWW.IIYAMA.DE

Besides the many standard plugins that are available (e.g. for integrating
Exchange Server, Lotus Notes, Live TV or BI dashboards), it is also possible to

The portfolio is rounded off by high-quality holder and stand systems that

develop custom plugins using the free plugin SDK to provide unique or highly

cover all application scenarios. For the perfect all-in-one solution, iiyama also

individualized use cases and applications!

has a modular plug-in PC (Win10) on offer, which does not require any cabling
and is immediately ready for use.

59071 HAMM

INFO@MIRABYTE.COM
WWW.MIRABYTE.COM
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Sales promotion through digital customer approach

Effective presentation at the POS

Westiform – making your brand shine

television to Ambilight, Philips has been setting new standards for 50 years.

From traditional analogue signage products, directional systems, advertising
elements for Point of Sales applications and technical plastics, through

With the introduction of the ARc app, a new means of creating visualisations
close to reality, Philips Professional Display Solutions once again assumes a

WE LOOK FORWARD TO RECEIVING

pioneering role and presents a genuine industry innovation: the Augmented

YOUR ENQUIRIES!

Reality Configurator. Thanks to the capabilities of the ARc, customers can be
shown precisely how the installation of Philips signage displays would look

SALES MANAGER NORTH:

on various sizes or types of walls, so our partners can walk their customer

KONSTANTIN.FLABOURIARIS@TPV-TECH.COM

through the product selection process step by step, helping them to find
the right display model and the right size to achieve optimal results for their

SALES MANAGER WEST:

specific requirements.

MARTIN.KOSTORZ@TPV-TECH.COM

With the presentation of this product, Philips Professional Display Solutions

SALES MANAGER SOUTH/AUSTRIA:

once again provides proof of its position as a reliable partner in process

STEFAN.KLIMA@TPV-TECH.COM

business – one that can offer to its customers innovative products, holistic
SALES MANAGER SWITZERLAND:
MIKE.HUBER@TPV-TECH.COM

To obtain additional information, visit our website
www.philips.com/professionaldisplaysolutions or contact us by
Email at: Philips.Professional.Displays@tpv-tech.com

Fusion of analogue and digital worlds

Professional
Display Solutions

brand identity; from the introduction of the video wall in 1984 to the hotel

solutions and excellent service.

Dynamic messaging using LED wall

Westiform

Philips Professional Display Solutions
Introducing ground-breaking innovations has always been a part of the Philips

Interactive element: curved LED wall

to innovative digital solutions, Westiform, as a general contractor, offers
everything from a single source. Our own production facilities in Switzerland,

SWITZERLAND:

the Czech Republic and China and a specialised Digital Solutions Centre of

WESTIFORM AG

Excellence in Germany ensure the highest level of performance and flexibility.

SIMONE BÄCHLE
FREIBURGSTRASSE 596

Westiform services for your project:

3172 NIEDERWANGEN

· Consultancy/conception – Design, support and testing of ideas for

PHONE +41 (0)31 980 22 94

a project through to working concepts

DIGITALSOLUTIONS@WESTIFORM.COM

· Hardware – Selection of hardware taking into consideration project-specific
general conditions, production and supply of customised systems
· Software – Checking of the requirements for content management software
and selection of the most suitable system
· Integration – Integration of hardware and software in the existing or new
infrastructure
· Installation – On-site installation and roll-out with survey and documentation
with the aid of an “on-site information and documentation tool”

GERMANY:
WESTIFORM GMBH & CO. KG
HARALD RETTICH
KINZIGTALSTRASSE 2
77799 ORTENBERG
PHONE +49 (0)781 489 0
DIGITALSOLUTIONS@WESTIFORM.COM

· Operation – On-site service, operating, and monitoring the system and
supporting the content management system
· Financing – Individual finance and leasing concepts

WWW.WESTIFORM.DIGITAL
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Europe’s leading
strategy conference
for the Digital Signage
and Digital out of Home
(DooH) industry

ZetaDisplay
ZetaDisplay’s purpose is to nudge behaviour at the point-of-decision through
the power of Digital Signage. We are a full-service supplier and we add value
based on a deep understanding of human behaviour in decision-making
situations with the support of engaging digital display solutions. Our total
offering comprises concept development, software development, deployment

ZETA DISPLAY

conference taking place

and contracted services during the lifetime of the installation.
Based on our understanding of the consumers’ behaviour at the point-ofdecision, we create tailor-made solutions that are truly integrated with our

DSS ISE is a half-day

LEIF LILJEBRUNN
(CEO until 31 August 2019)

customers’ digital ecosystem.

PER MANDORF
(CEO from 1 September 2019)

The company employs 140 Digital Signage experts at eight offices in six

HÖJDRODERGATAN 21

during Integrated Systems
Europe 2020.

12 February 2020
European countries and generates today net sales of SEK 400 million.
ZetaDisplay handles 50,000 installations on 50 markets globally. The company

212 39 MALMÖ

is listed on the Stockholm stock exchange and has its head office in Malmö,
Sweden. More information at www.zetadisplay.com

SWEDEN

9:00 am – 1:00 pm
Hotel Okura Amsterdam
Tickets and further information:
digitalsignagesummit.org/ise

INFO@ZETADISPLAY.COM
WWW.ZETADISPLAY.COM
A JOINT VENTURE OF:

WE
CREATE
TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE
CONNECTED
WORLD
Die fortschreitende Digitalisierung prägt und verändert unser Verhalten,
unser Zuhause, unseren Arbeitsplatz, Geschäfte, öffentliche Einrichtungen
und Plätze, ja das Gesicht ganzer Städte. Digitale Technologien sind
allgegenwärtig. Alles kommuniziert miteinander: Menschen mit Geräten,
Geräte mit Geräten, Gebäude mit Menschen, Gebäude mit Gebäuden.

Dem Zusammenspiel einzelner Komponenten kommt
in jedem funktionellen System größte Bedeutung zu. Eine Vielzahl
unserer Produkte kombiniert mehrere AV- und IT-Basisfunktionen
zu einem Verbund mit vielfältiger Funktionalität – und dies
über beliebige Distanzen. Dies ist unsere Philosophie –
kombinierte Connectivity-Lösungen.

Es liegt an uns, die digitale Zukunft zu gestalten.
Wir bei Lindy sind überzeugt: Mit der nötigen Inspiration und Konsequenz
können wir unsere Umwelt nachhaltiger und unser Leben sicherer und

VERTEILEN

ERWEITERN

VERBINDEN

WANDELN

lebenswerter machen. Die Basis dafür und die Intelligenz dahinter heißt:
Connectivity. Sie ist der Garant jeglicher Kommunikation. Wir schaffen
Verbindungen und machen Inhalte in ihrer ganzen Vielfalt an jedem beliebigen
Ort und in jeder Umgebung verfügbar.

DISCOVER LINDY
lindy.com

